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Abstract
Patients with hip joint implants face a serious problem due to the relatively short lifetime of the
prosthesis. Medical grade CoCrMo alloy is one of the most common materials used for femoral
head fabrication. Unfortunately, the implant fails usually after 15 years of service due to the
excessive wear of the polyethylene liner and corrosion of the metallic ball which causes osteolysis,
inflammation, and loosening of the implant components. Coating the metallic femoral head is one
of the most promising techniques to reduce the wear of the polyethylene liner and improve the
corrosion resistance of the femoral head, which leads to an increase in the lifetime of the implants.
Tantalum (Ta) has attracted much interest as a coating material for the femoral head due to its
unique properties. Ta is biocompatible, highly corrosion-resistant, and mechanically strong and
hard which make it suitable for wear resistance applications. The main objective of this research is
to fabricate Ta based coatings to reduce the wear of the polyethylene liner and improve the
corrosion resistance of the CoCrMo alloys for hip joint implant applications. Firstly, the wear and
corrosion resistance of Ta coatings deposited on CoCrMo alloy were investigated. Ta coatings were
fabricated by magnetron sputtering by varying the deposition pressure from 0.3 Pa to 1.9 Pa. The
results show that the Ta coating deposited at 0.8 Pa consists of a single-phase β-Ta while the α-Ta
phase is observed on the other deposition conditions. Based on the adhesive and mechanical testing
results, a gradient multilayered Ta film was synthesized by continuously changing the deposition
pressure from 1.9 Pa to 0.3 Pa and it showed excellent wear and corrosion resistance. Secondly,
the tribological and corrosive properties of Tantalum nitride (TaN) coatings deposited directly on
biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) under
deposition temperature of 350oC to 500oC were investigated. The results show that the TaN coating
deposited at 500oC exhibits much higher hardness and lower wear rate of polyethylene balls during
ball-on-disk wear testing but lower polarization resistance than CoCrMo alloy. Finally, the wear
and corrosion resistance of TaZrN coatings synthesized directly on biomedical grade CoCrMo by
magnetron co-sputtering were investigated. The results indicate that the TaZrN coatings are highly
adhesive and have a nanocrystalline structure with a Hardness and Young’s modulus of 19 GPa
and 297 GPa, respectively. The TaZrN coatings show a 3% lower wear rate of the polyethylene
balls and an icorr value 274 times lower than the uncoated CoCrMo alloy. The excellent wear and
corrosion resistance of the TaZrN coating suggest that it is a promising coating material for
CoCrMo alloy to improve the lifetime of hip joint implants.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Patients with hip joint implants face a serious problem due to the relatively short lifetime of the
prosthesis [1]. The accumulation of polyethylene worn-off particles from the hip joint implant is
associated with osteolysis, where resorption of the bone occurs damaging the surrounded tissue
[2]. Consequently, a revision surgery is usually required after 10 to 15 years of the first implantation
surgery [1,3], which becomes a severe health issue for people of old ages. A total hip joint
replacement consists of an acetabular cup with an internal plastic liner that is sliding against a
spherical femoral head supported by a femoral stem. Medical grade CoCrMo alloy is one of the
most common materials used for fabrication of the femoral head [1,3,4]. Coating the femoral head
is one of the most promising techniques to increase the lifetime of the implants [5,6].
Tantalum (Ta) has attracted much interest as a coating material for the femoral head due to its
unique properties [6]. Ta is biocompatible with mammalian cells and favorable for cell formation
[7–9], highly corrosion-resistant [10–14], and mechanically strong and hard [15–17]. Hallmann et
al. [18] studied the effect of sputtering parameters including bias voltage and amount of O2 and Ar
impurities on the structure and properties of Ta coatings on CoCrMo alloy but no adhesion, and
tribo-corrosion information was presented. In another study, Ta coatings were deposited on
CoCrMo alloy, and their corrosion resistance was evaluated but adhesion and wear were not tested
[14]. Shiri et al deposited α-Ta films at 400oC and mixed α-Ta and β-Ta coatings at 200oC on
CoCrMo alloy but wear and corrosion resistance were not investigated [19]. It was also reported
that the deposition pressure has no effect on the crystalline structure of Ta coatings [19],
contradictory to some other research works [18,20–24].
Tantalum nitride (TaN) is also promising to coat the cobalt alloy due to its biocompatibility
[25–27], high corrosion resistance [28–32], and suitable mechanical properties for wear-resistant
applications [33–35]. Ta/TaN coating was deposited on CrMoV alloy [36] with improved adhesion
and hardness. TaN coatings were also deposited on WCCo alloy, and their structure was
characterized but the adhesion and mechanical properties were not evaluated [37]. Lately, three
samples with two, four and eight layers of CrN/CrCN/TaN were deposited on CoCrMo alloy [38].
The eight-layered coating (Cr/CrN/CrCN/CrN/CrCN/CrN/CrCN/TaN) shows the best adhesion
and a high hardness of 60 GPa. Nevertheless, cohesive failures and abrasive grooves were observed
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on the wear tracks after pin-on-disc wear testing. This indicates that careful consideration should
be taken for the formation of abrasive particles from superhard coatings of 60 GPa hardness.
Tantalum Zirconium Nitride (TaZrN) coatings might be more promising for hip replacement
applications due to their improved mechanical [39–42] and tribological [41] properties from TaN
coatings. TaZrN coatings deposited on silicon wafers showed a hardness of 30 GPa or above
[39,40,42] and good electronic and optical properties [43]. Although cracks and buckles were
observed on the TaZrN coatings deposited on silicon substrates after annealing at 600 oC [40], the
high hardness makes these coatings attractive for wear-resistant applications. Hernandez et al. [41]
deposited a single layered TaZrN and a multilayer TaZrN/TaZr/TaZrN coating on commercial
AISI-316L stainless steel with a hardness value of 18 GPa and 24 GPa, respectively. Both the
coatings showed a similar wear resistance under a load of 0.5 N, but the multilayered coating
demonstrated a lower wear rate under a load of 1N when sliding against Al2O3 pins in dry
conditions. Those studies suggest that TaZrN based coatings can be very hard and biocompatible,
and are promising for joint implant applications. Nevertheless, TaZrN coatings have not been
deposited on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloys and their wear and corrosion resistance have not
been investigated for joint applications.

1.2 Knowledge gap
Literature review presented in Chapter 2 shows that Ta, TaN, and TaZrN coatings are hard,
biocompatible, and resistant to wear and corrosion, and thus hold great potential to be use on
joint implants to improve their service lifetime and performance. Nevertheless, the coatings
have not been deposited on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloys and their wear and corrosion
resistance have not been investigated in simulated body fluids for joint applications.
1.3 Hypotheses
The following hypothesis are derived from the knowledge gap and the properties of the Ta
based coatings:
- Both Ta phases can improve the wear and corrosion resistance of Cobalt alloy. α-Ta phase
might have higher corrosion resistance than the β-Ta phase, but its low hardness might
compromise the mechanical performance of the coating. A multilayered Ta coating design can
combine the properties of both alpha and beta Ta phases and thus can have both higher wear
and corrosion resistance without compromising the adhesion and mechanical characteristics.
2

- The addition of Zirconium into the TaN coatings can improve the corrosion properties of TaN
coating without compromising its mechanical and tribological properties.
1.4 Research Objectives
The primary objective of the present thesis work is to to develop Ta, TaN, and TaZrN coatings to
reduce the wear of the polyethylene counterpart and improve the corrosion resistance of CoCrMo
alloys for hip joint implant applications.
To achieve this main objective, this research project includes the following research
activities:
1. a) Fabricate adherent single phase α- and β-Ta coatings as well as multilayer Ta coatings
on CoCrMo alloy by magnetron sputtering and varying the deposition pressure from 0.3
Pa to 1.9 Pa while other process parameters are kept constant.
b) Deposit highly adhesive TaN coatings on CoCrMo alloy by using a hybrid system of
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) and Physical Vapor Deposition
(PVD) and increasing the deposition temperature from 350oC to 500oC.
c) Synthesize TaZrN coatings directly on biomedical grade CoCrMo using radio-frequency
magnetron co-sputtering at 430oC and 1.3 Pa.
2. Characterize the composition, morphology, and crystalline structure of the synthesized Ta
based coatings by XPS, SEM, and XRD techniques, respectively.
3. Evaluate the adhesion and mechanical properties of the Ta based coatings by Rockwell-C
and nanoindentation testing, respectively.
4. Evaluate the wear rate of polyethylene sliding against the fabricated Ta based coatings by
ball-on-disk testing where polyethylene balls are immersed in 0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride
solution (NaCl) and sliding on the surface of the samples at a constant load of 10 N in a
linear reciprocal movement mode.
5. Evaluate the corrosive properties of the Ta based coatings by potentiodynamic polarization
testing using a working area of 1 cm2 on the samples. This area is subjected to a
physiological solution of 0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride (NaCl) for 2 hours until a stable state
condition was obtained to conduct the potentiodynamic polarization testing.
6. Understand the relationship between the structure and properties of the fabricated Ta
based coatings.
3

1.5 Thesis Organization
The present PhD thesis is divided into 5 chapters.
Chapter 1 introduces the research objectives and presents the organization of the thesis.
Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive literature review of CoCrMo alloy and Ta based coatings.
This chapter gives an overview of the hip joint implants and CoCrMo alloy, emphasizing the
draw backs of the metal-on-polymer hip joint implants. This chapter also explains the structure
and properties of the proposed Ta based coatings and describes their deposition techniques and
growth mechanisms. It also provides previous research of the Ta based coatings and the
knowledge gap. Finally, the fundamental principle of the characterization methods used for the
Ta based coatings is presented in this chapter.
Chapter 3 describes the materials and experimental methods used for the synthesis and
characterization of Ta based coatings. This chapter provides detailed information about the
type and purity of materials used to synthesize the Ta based coatings. The deposition
parameters for each condition are also presented in this chapter. Finally, the characterization
methods are explained by providing information about the operation conditions and type of
equipment used.
Chapter 4 covers the results and discussion of the wear and corrosion resistance of highly
adhesive tantalum single and multilayer coatings on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy. The
effect of the deposition pressure on the structure and mechanical, adhesive, tribological and
corrosive properties of single and multilayered Ta coatings was investigated. Structure
characterization was performed by XRD, and high-resolution SEM images revealed the
morphology of the coatings. Sub-objectives were achieved by examining the adhesion,
mechanical properties and wear and corrosion behavior of the coatings versus the uncoated
CoCrMo alloy.
Chapter 5 presents the results and discussion on TaN coatings fabricated on CoCrMo alloy at
different deposition temperatures. The influence of deposition temperature on the structure of
TaN coatings as well as their mechanical, adhesive, tribological, and corrosive characteristics
was examined. The structure of the TaN coatings was investigated by X-Ray Diffraction
(XRD) and the chemical composition and bonding state of the coatings were characterized
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). This chapter presents which TaN coating
showed highest adhesion to the CoCrMo alloy and the wear and corrosion behaviour of the
TaN coatings.
4

Chapter 6 focuses on the results and discussion of deposited TaZrN coatings on CoCrMo alloy
by co-sputtering of Ta and Zr. The mechanical properties, adhesion, wear, and corrosion
resistance of the TaZrN coatings on the Cobalt alloy were assessed and presented in this
chapter. The results of this chapter serve as a basis to compare the performance of the Ta
coatings presented in the previous chapter 4 and the TaN coatings presented in chapter 5.
Chapter 7 concludes the results presented in Chapters 4, 5, & 6 and suggests direction for
future work on this topic.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Ta based coatings are potential candidates to improve the service lifetime of joint implants
made with a CoCrMo head due to their biocompatibility, high hardness, and high wear and
corrosion resistance. Nevertheless, Ta based coatings have not been fully studied for hip joint
applications. This chapter will present a comprehensive literature review on CoCrMo alloy, Ta
based coatings and their fabrication and characterization methods.

2.1 Overview of hip joint implants and CoCrMo alloy
Hip joint injury due to osteoarthritis is a severe health concern in Canada. More than 63,000
hip operations and 75,000 knee surgeries are performed annually in Canada with an estimated cost
for hospitalized patients of $1.4 billion CAD [44]. The current solution to restore mobility to the
patient is the replacement of the femoral head and socket with an implant (Figure 2.1), which
consists of an acetabular cup with an internal plastic liner that is sliding against a spherical
femoral head supported by a femoral stem. CoCrMo alloy is the most widely used material for
the fabrication of femoral head and ultra-high molecular polyethylene for the cup liner.
Unfortunately, hip joint implants typically fail during the first 15 years of service due to the
complex body movements and interaction with human fluids occurring at the site [1,3]. The
loosening of the implant components due to wear and corrosion of the sliding components is the
main failure mechanism of artificial hip prostheses [4,45]. Two approaches have been trialed to
address this degradation: developing new cements to improve the fixation of the implant
components to the patient’s bone and avoid loosening of the prosthesis parts [46–48]; and
improving the wear and corrosion resistance of the sliding surfaces [49,50]. This review examines
research approaches that address improving the wear and corrosion performance of the femoral
head and the polymer liner.
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Figure 2.1: Hip joint implant and its components
At the beginning of the 20th century, Elwood Haynes found cobalt alloys had high strength and
high corrosion resistance [51]. Originally in 1913, cobalt alloy contained 7 wt.% of tungsten and
was registered as CoCrW alloy for use in aircraft engines. Later in 1930, tungsten was substituted
by molybdenum, up to 7 wt.% to reduce the grain size, enhance solid solution strengthening, and
increase corrosion resistance. Since then, the alloy composition has not altered significantly,
although more attention has been placed on the carbon content to control the distribution of carbide
grains and improve the abrasion resistance of the alloy. Based on carbon content, CoCrMo alloys
can be classified as low (less than 0.06 wt.%) and high carbon content (0.15-0.25 wt.%). The cast
alloy (low carbon) is typically used to fabricate the femoral stem due to its complex shape which
needs high machinability, while harder wrought alloy (high carbon) is used to make the femoral
head in total hip replacements. The elemental composition of the ASTM F-1537 wrought CoCrMo
alloy widely used in orthopedic applications today is displayed in table 2.1 [52].
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Table 2.1: Elemental composition of ASTM F-1537 CoCrMo alloy

Composition
(wt.%)
Balance
27.820
5.480
0.830
0.640
0.163
0.140
0.070
0.050
0.010
0.020
0.003
0.001

Element
Co
Cr
Mo
Mn
Si
N
Fe
Ni
C
Cu
W
P
S

The cobalt-based alloys have the advantages of high wear and corrosion resistance up to
elevated temperatures due to their high hardness and high content of Cr and Mo. These properties
arise from the crystallographic character of cobalt to form solid solution with chromium and
molybdenum, and the formation of homogenously distributed hard carbides [53,54]. Although
titanium alloys display lower density (4.5 g cm−3) than cobalt alloys (8.9 g cm−3), the CoCrMo
alloys stand out due to the combination of high wear and corrosion resistance, high hardness, and
high strength [55]. These attributes of CoCrMo alloy are critical for the femoral head. Furthermore,
cobalt alloys have been found to display higher fatigue strength in load-bearing applications [56].
Table 2.2 shows the important mechanical properties of different biomedical alloys used in total
hip replacement [57].
Table 2.2: Mechanical properties of hip implant alloys and human bone
Tensile

Yield

Vickers

Young’s

Fatigue

Strength

Strength

Hardness

Modulus

Limit

(MPa)

(MPa)

(Hv)

(MPa)

(MPa)

Wrought CoCrMo

1540

1050

450

541,000

490

Cast CoCrMo

690

490

300

241,000

300

Ti-6Al-4V

1000

970

---

121,000

---

Biomaterial

8

316L SS

650

280

190

211,000

280

Human bone

137.3

---

26.3

30,000

---

2.2 Drawbacks of CoCrMo alloy and polyethylene in hip joint implants
2.2.1 Corrosion of CoCrMo alloy in human body fluids
A dense surface layer of mainly chromium oxide Cr2O3 usually forms on CoCrMo alloy to
protect the alloy from corrosive environment. However, the chromium oxide layer would
eventually wear off due to the demanding mechanical conditions in the hip joint implant which
makes the alloy susceptible to corrosion [58]. Subsequently, the exposed surface of the cobalt alloy
and worn off particles release cobalt and chromium ions via electrochemical reactions during
corrosion. Several reports confirmed the presence of elevated levels of cobalt and chromium ions
in patients with hip joint implants [59–61]. The human body fluids act as an aggressive corrosive
media for metallic implants due to the high sodium chloride concentration. The sodium chloride
(NaCl) concentration in the commonly used simulated physiological solutions is 8 g/L for the
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and Hank’s solutions, and 8.6 g/L for Ringer’s solution [62].
2.2.2 Osteolysis due to polyethylene wear
Osteolysis is the resorption or removal of the bone tissue due to accumulation of polyethylene
particles in hip joint implants [63–65] and becomes one of the major mechanisms limiting the
service lifetime of artificial hip joint implants. The removal of bone tissue leads to loosening and
misalignment of the hip joint components [66]. Studies have shown that osteolysis may develop at
the threshold of 1x1010 to 2.98x108 particles of polyethylene per gram of bone tissue [67–70]. High
wear rate of polyethylene could cause very severe cases of osteolysis [71]. The development of
osteolysis induced by polyethylene particles was experimentally observed with radiographic
images. It was concluded that some patients might be at higher risk than others depending on their
sensitivity to polyethylene [71]. Therefore, in order to extend the lifetime of the hip joint implants,
it is necessary to improve the corrosion resistance of the CoCrMo alloy and to reduce the wear rate
of polyethylene.

2.3 Tantalum based coatings
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Tantalum stands out among other elements of the periodic table to be used in hip joint implants
due to its unique combination of mechanical and corrosive properties. Therefore, Ta based coatings
are promising to be on CoCrMo alloys to improve their wear and corrosion resistance for hip joint
applications. An overview of Ta, TaN and TaZrN coatings is presented below.

2.3.1 Tantalum coatings
Tantalum (Ta) was discovered by Anders Gustaf Ekebereg in 1802 [72], since then Ta has been
widely used in electronics, engine components, vessels, nuclear reactors, biomedical implants, and
other applications. Because Ta neither react with body fluids nor irritate the surrounded tissues, it
has been used to fabricate surgical tools and cranial plates [73]. Ta has been used as biomedical
implant since the 1940s [27]. Nowadays Ta is used in knee replacements, peacemaker electrodes,
radiopaque makers, and lately in spine surgical procedures [73,74]. Furthermore, due to Ta’s
biocompatibility, it has been found to be safe to use in vivo with excellent clinical results in total
hip arthroplasty [75]. Nevertheless, due to Ta’s very high density is not an appropriate bulk material
to make the femoral head or stem in hip joint implants as it would add the weight and might make
the patient exhausting. Table 2.3 shows the density of tantalum, some widely used implant alloys,
and human bone [76,77].
Table 2.3: Density of different biomedical materials
Density

Material

(kg/m3)

Tantalum

16 680

316L SS

7 930

CoCrMo

9 200

Ti-6Al-4V

4 420

Compact bone

Approx. 2 000

Table 2.4 shows the polarization resistance of selected biomaterials for hip joint implants [78–
80]. Tantalum has an advantage of high inertness and high corrosion resistance over the metallic
implant materials. Although it is too heavy to be used as a bulk material to make implant
components, it would be an excellent candidate as a coating material for hip joint implants.
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Table 2.4: Polarization resistance of selected biomaterials
Polarization
Material

Resistance
(kΩ.cm2)

Ta

1430

CoCr alloy

3.3

Ti6Al4V

455

316L SS

4.4

Ta exists as α-Ta and β-Ta. α-Ta has a body-centered cubic crystal structure and is an
equilibrium phase of tantalum under ambient conditions. Bulk Ta usually exist as α-Ta. β-Ta has a
tetragonal crystal structure and is a metastable phase of Ta, which is usually made by vapor
deposition as a thin coating. β-Ta coatings were synthesized for the first time in 1965 by Read and
Altmann [81]. Based on their studies, the β-Ta coatings could be fabricated at low deposition
pressure. Detailed review on how process parameters affect the formation of α-Ta and β-Ta phases
is presented in section 2.3.3. Table 2.5 shows the important physical and mechanical properties of
α-Ta and β-Ta [21,81–84].
Table 2.5: Properties of α-Ta and β-Ta coatings
α-Ta

β-Ta

Crystal structure

BCC

Tetragonal

Lattice parameters

a=b=c=0.331

a=b=1.019

(nm)
Density

c=0.531
15.6

15.9

9-12

17-20

Ductile

Brittle

(g/cm3)
Hardness
(GPa)
Ductility
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2.3.2 Deposition of Ta coatings
Ta coatings are usually deposited by magnetron sputtering, where a solid is vaporized in high
vacuum and transported to a substrate where it condenses.
Initially, the deposition chamber is vacuumed to a pressure of 1x10-7 Pa or lower. Then, Argon
gas is introduced into the chamber at a controlled flow rate. The Ta target works as a cathode and
the CoCrMo alloy is place on the holder that works as an anode (at ground potential). With the
application of a potential in the cathode a discharge is created due to the potential difference
between the cathode and anode, consequently the ionization of the Argon gas takes place. Argon
is ionized into argon ions Ar+, which are highly attracted to the cathode (Ta target). Argon ions
strike the surface of the Ta target with high energy to sputter the Ta atoms. Then, Tantalum atoms
are sputtered off from the Tantalum target due to the collision of Argon ions as shown in Figure
2.2.

Figure 2.2: Sputtering deposition process for Ta coatings
Different events take place at the surface of the Ta target as displayed in Figure 2.3. The
incident Argon ion collides with the surface of the Ta target. The incident argon ion can be either
implanted into the Ta target or reflected from it. The ejected or sputtered Ta atom leaves the surface
due to the collision cascade generated by the incident argon ion. Electrons are also ejected from
the Ta target surface.
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Figure 2.3: Sputtering process at the surface of the Ta target
The sputtered Ta atoms travel to the CoCrMo alloy substrate where they condensate to form
the coating. Different events take place at the surface of the CoCrMo alloy substrate as depicted in
Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Events occurring on the cobalt alloy substrate during Ta deposition

The arriving Ta atoms are adsorbed and condensed to stay on the surface of the substrate.
Another possibility is the desorption of the Ta atoms from the surface. Desorption may happen
when the energy of the Ta atoms is higher than the surface energy of the substrate and Ta atoms
cannot be retained. If the Ta atoms stay on the surface, they migrate or diffuse to a more
energetically stable site where more atoms accumulate. The initial aggregation of atoms is called
nucleation where atoms gather and start to pile up. The incorporation of different nucleus or
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agglomeration of atoms leads to the growth of the coating. Similarly, the process continues until
the desired thickness of the Ta coating is achieved.
2.3.3. Effect of process parameter on the synthesis of Ta coatings
Although different parameters can be adjusted for the deposition of Ta coatings, deposition
temperature and pressure are the two important parameters affecting the structure of the deposited
Ta coatings. Generally, deposition temperature above 400 oC favor the formation of α-Ta.
Nevertheless, α-Ta can also be obtained at room temperature by adjusting the deposition pressure.
2.3.3.1 Effect of Temperature on Ta coatings
Ta coatings were deposited on AISI 4340 substrate at different temperatures [85,86]. Matson
et al. [85] have observed the content of α-Ta increases from 71 at.% to 92 at.%, when the deposition
temperature increases from 69 oC to 450 oC. Matson has also observed that high purity α-Ta can
be obtained above 200 oC when using Kr gas while a mixture of α-Ta and β-Ta is deposited when
using Ar gas at similar conditions [86]. These two studies indicate that α-Ta tends to form at higher
deposition temperature regardless of the gas used. However, the formation of high purity α-Ta
requires less temperature when Kr is used instead of Ar [86]. This can be explained in terms of
energy. When a heavier gas is used such as Krypton in the sputtering process, the Ta atom is ejected
with higher energy due to the higher momentum in the knock-out process at the surface of the Ta
target. This increases the energetic bombardment of Ta atoms and reduces the heating required on
the substrate surface. Clevenger et al. [87] assessed β-Ta transforms into α-Ta at temperature above
700 oC accompanying with stress relaxation from compressive to tensile. Clevenger observed a
partial transformation of β-Ta into α- Ta at 600 oC but a clear shift at 750 oC, which was related to
the change from compressive to tensile stress in the coatings [87]. Hoogeveen et al. [88] studied
the effect of Aluminum and Copper interlayers on the formation of Ta phases deposited on Silicon
wafers. It was observed that α-Ta grows on the Al underlayer, while β-Ta forms on Cu and SiO2
layers. It was suggested that the lattice parameter of Al might influence the formation of the α-Ta
phase [88]. Hoogeveen also observed the transformation from β-Ta to α-Ta on the Cu underlayer
when annealing at 700 oC. Shiojiri et al. [89] reported the transformation of β-Ta into α-Ta at
deposition temperature of 300 oC. Their studies revealed the formation of β-Ta from room
temperature to 300 oC, a mixture of α-Ta and β-Ta in the range of 300-350 oC, and α-Ta appeared
from 400 oC to 500 oC [89]. Knepper et al. [90] noticed the transformation from β to α-Ta occurs
in the range of 300 to 400 oC. It was also observed that this transition temperature range is higher
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when oxygen is added into the chamber, which suggests oxygen incorporation might inhibit the
phase transformation due to the obstruction of boundary motion [90]. The incorporation of oxygen
atoms onto the substrate surface might also be related to the limited mobility of Ta atoms during
nucleation.
2.3.3.2 Effect of Pressure on Ta coatings
Navid et al. [21] studied the effect of different fabrication parameters on the formation of Ta
phases. A base pressure of 2x10-5 Pa was reached before deposition. This level of vacuum
warranties a very low amount of air contamination. Ta coatings were deposited by changing the
deposition pressure from 0.3 Pa to 1.4 Pa. XRD results show β-Ta forms at 0.3 and 0.4 Pa, a mixture
of α-Ta and β-Ta at 0.5 Pa, pure α-Ta from 0.7 to 1.4 Pa. Navid also investigated the effect of
thickness and target power on the phase formation. It was found that α-Ta always forms at 0.7 Pa
regardless of the thickness (10 nm to 1000 nm) and target power (50 W to 200 W). Navid concluded
that sputtering pressure was the dominant factor in the formation of α-Ta when compared to the
sputtering power and thickness. Interestingly, Navid observed β-Ta could be obtained at 0.7 Pa
when the base pressure was 2x10-3 Pa. Knepper et al [90], reported the formation of alpha requires
higher deposition temperature

when

oxygen

was introduced, which suggests

that oxygen

might impede the formation of α-Ta. Ellis et al. [24] studied the effect of deposition pressure on
the phase formation of Ta coatings at a base pressure of 2x10-6 Pa with additional oxygen filtration
to discard the effect of oxygen impurities. It was observed that only β-Ta coatings were formed on
the silicon wafer at deposition pressures of 0.3, 0.5, 1.1, 1.6, 1.9, 2.0, and 2.2 Pa. Additionally, they
observed compressive stress in the coatings deposited at 0.3, 0.5, and 1.1 Pa, a transition from
compressive to tensile for the samples deposited at 1.6 and 1.9 Pa, and tensile stress in the Ta
coatings deposited at 2.0 and 2.2 Pa.
2.3.4 Tantalum Nitride coatings
Tantalum nitride (TaN) has drawn attention to coat the cobalt alloy due to its high corrosion
resistance [28–32], high hardness for wear-resistant applications [33–35] and its biocompatibility
[25–27]. Tantalum Nitride can have different crystal structures depending on its stoichiometry as
shown in table 2.6. Among the TaN phases the most widely studied is the face-centered cubic (fcc)
TaN. Recent studies showed fcc TaN coatings can protect dental implants against bacteria in higher
degree than pure titanium and titanium nitride [91]. Bacterial protection is crucial in dental implants
since the bacterial activity can induced corrosion of the biomedical metals. Furthermore, fcc TaN
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coatings displayed superior blood compatibility than titanium nitride, pure Ta and low-temperature
isotropic pyrolytic carbon which is the most widely accepted biomaterial for artificial heart valves
[27].
Table 2.6: Stoichiometry and crystal structures of TaN
Stoichiometry
TaN
TaN
Ta4N5
TaN
Ta2N
Ta5N6
Ta3N5

Crystal Structure
Face-Centered Cubic
Hexagonal
Hexagonal
Hexagonal Closed-Packed
Hexagonal Closed-Packed
Hexagonal Closed-Packed
Orthorhombic

2.3.5 Synthesis of TaN coatings
TaN coatings can be deposited by reactive physical vapor deposition (PECVD). In the
deposition, the sputtered Ta atoms react with the gas environment such as nitrogen to form TaN.
The process is similar as the magnetron sputtering process previously described but in this method
nitrogen gas is introduced into the chamber as a reactant gas. Nitrogen gas can be ionized due to
the interaction with electrons in the argon plasma. However, our deposition chamber is equipped
with an additional inductive coupled plasma (ICP) source that can ionize the nitrogen gas
separately, as shown in Figure 2.5. This will increase the amount of nitrogen ions in the chamber
and facilitates the reaction on the substrate surface.
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Figure 2.5: Reactive sputtering process for TaN coatings deposition
At the surface of the substrate (Figure 2.6), the arriving tantalum atoms condensate to a solid
state while the nitrogen atoms might stay as ions or in the gas state near the surface of the substrate.
The tantalum and nitrogen atoms react and form tantalum nitride on the surface of the substrate.

Figure 2.6: Events occurring on the CoCrMo alloy substrate surface during TaN deposition
2.3.6. Effect of process parameters on the synthesis of TaN coatings
Process parameters such as ratio of argon/nitrogen and the deposition temperature have
significant effect on the structure of the deposited TaN coatings. Shin et al. [92] deposited TaN
coatings at different temperatures on MgO and oxidized Si wafers. Fcc TaN was observed at
temperatures below 650 oC, a mixture of fcc TaN and hexagonal TaN (h TaN) formed at the
temperature range of 650-800 oC, and only h-TaN was obtained at 800 oC. Aryasomayajula et al.
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[93] deposited TaN coatings on stainless steel at ambient temperature and at an Ar/N flow ratio of
9/3, these conditions led to an amorphous TaN structure. Liu et al. [94] have observed that below
200 oC the fcc Ta phase was present but by increasing the temperature from 200 to 300 oC the h
TaN phase was dominant. Ma et al. [36] fabricated hexagonal TaN coatings at an argon to nitrogen
flow ratio of 6/14, nevertheless the deposition temperature was not mentioned. Liu et al. [95] and
Yang et al. [96] synthesized crystalline and amorphous TaN coatings at an Ar/N2 flow ratio of 18/2
and 12/8, respectively, while keeping the deposition temperature constant at 350 oC. Jin et al. [30]
deposited a mixture of fcc and amorphous TaN coatings without substrate heating at an Ar/N2 flow
ratio of 6/6. The amorphous phase in the coatings was attributed to oxidation of Ta. Bahce et al.
[38] deposited TaN coatings on CoCrMo alloy using different interlayers. The deposition
temperature and the argon flow were not mentioned. Fcc TaN was observed on the Cr interlayer
and the Cr/CrN/CrCN interlayer, and a mixture of fcc-TaN and hexagonal Ta2N formed on the 8layer coating (Cr/CrN/CrCN/CrN/CrCN/CrN/CrCN/TaN).
2.3.7 TaZrN coatings
The addition of zirconium (Zr) into the TaN coatings can further improve the corrosion
properties of TaN coating without compromising its mechanical and tribological properties. Zr has
attracted attention to the orthopedic applications since its discovery. Originally, Martin Heinrich
Klaproth identified zirconium in 1789 from jacinth stone [97]. Interestingly, jacinth, the eleventh
gemstone mentioned in the Holy Bible in the book of Revelations 21:20 contains Zr but was not
known at that time [98]. It was until 1824 when Berzelius isolated metallic zirconium for the first
time [99]. Since then, Zr has been used in many applications including biomedical prosthesis such
as dental implants, knee replacements, middle ear ossicular chain restoration, and artificial kidneys
[100]. Moreover, hip and knee simulator testing demonstrated that oxidized zirconium reduces the
wear rate of polyethylene counterpart by 40–90 % depending on the testing environments [101].
Therefore, the addition of Zr into the TaN coatings might be able to enhance the properties of TaN
coatings for articular implant applications. The fabrication of TaZrN coatings is similar to the one
described for TaN coatings by addition of Zr co-sputtering. The TaZrN coatings can have a
multiphase structure (nanocomposite) or single-phased solid solution depending on the fabrication
conditions.
2.3.8 Effect of process parameters on the synthesis of TaZrN coatings
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TaZrN coatings are potential coating materials for hip replacement applications due to their
good mechanical [39–42] and tribological [41] properties. Nevertheless, the wear and corrosion
resistance of TaZrN coatings for hip joint implants have not been investigated. Aouadi et al. [42]
deposited TaZrN coatings on silicon wafers at 440 oC and 0.3 Pa. The solid solution TaZrN coatings
displayed a hardness value of 38 GPa and a Young’s modulus of 360 GPa, although wear and
corrosion resistance were not investigated. In a later study, Aoaudi et al. [43] further evaluated the
electronic and optical properties of the previous deposited TaZrN coatings. Abadias et al. [39]
investigated TaZrN coatings deposited on silicon wafers at 300 oC and 0.3 Pa. A mixture of cubic
and hexagonal nitride phases with hardness values of more than 30 GPa were observed. Chang et
al. [40] deposited TaZrN on silicon wafers and cemented carbide substrates at 600 oC and 0.4 Pa.
The solid solution TaZrN coatings displayed a hardness value as high as 32 GPa for protecting
glass molding dies. X-ray diffractograms revealed a mixture of cubic TaN and ZrN phases.
Although cracks and buckles were observed on the TaZrN coatings deposited on silicon substrates
after annealing at 600 oC [40], the high hardness makes these coatings attractive for wear-resistant
applications. Hernandez et al. [41] fabricated a single layered TaZrN and a multilayer
TaZrN/TaZr/TaZrN coating, with a hardness value of 18 GPa and 24 GPa, respectively. The TaZrN
coatings were deposited on commercial AISI-316L stainless steel at 250 oC and keeping the
deposition pressure between 0.8-0.9 Pa. XRD showed a mixture of hexagonal and cubic TaN
phases and metallic Ta. Both the coatings showed a similar wear resistance under a load of 0.5 N,
but the multilayered coating demonstrated a lower wear rate under a load of 1N when sliding
against Al2O3 pins in dry conditions. Those previous studies suggest that TaZrN based coatings can
be very hard and biocompatible, and thus are promising for joint implant applications.
Nevertheless, further studies are necessary to understand their tribological and corrosive behavior
for the joint applications.

2.4 Structural characterization techniques for coatings
2.4.1 X-Ray Diffraction
X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with wavelength ranging from 0.001 nm to 10nm. Hard
X-rays have wavelengths from 0.1 to 0.2 nm, while soft X-rays have longer wavelengths. Hard Xrays are used for material analysis because they can penetrate into the materials and have
wavelengths close to the interatomic distances. This allows the X-rays to be diffracted by
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periodically arranged atoms and create constructive interference. Constructive interference occurs
when the Bragg’s law is satisfied as shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Bragg’s law of X-ray diffraction
nλ=2dsinθ

(2.1)

where n is the diffraction order, λ is the wavelength of the X-rays, d is distance between atomic
layers, θ is the incident angle of X-rays with respect to those atomic layers. Crystalline materials
can scatter incident X-rays and create constructive interference, resulting in a characteristic
diffraction pattern. In the present study, XRD was used to analyze crystal phase, preferential
orientation, lattice distortion, and grain size.

2.4.2 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is based on photoelectric effect. When an incident Xray photon is absorbed by a core electron of the sample to be analyzed, the electron will be emitted
if the incident photon energy is larger than its binding energy as shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Photoelectron emission
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The kinetic energy (Ek) of a photoelectron is equal to the incident X-ray energy (hʋ) minus
the binding energy of the electron (EB).
Ek= hʋ- EB

(2.2)

The initial energy of X-ray (hʋ) is known, and the kinetic energy of the photo-emitted electrons
(Ek) is measured in an electron energy analyzer, therefore a graph can be plotted in terms of binding
energy (EB) which reflects the type of elements present in the sample and their chemical bonding
state. Based on the peak areas, we can estimate the elemental composition in the sample.
Since XPS is a surface sensitive technique with nominal analysis depth in the range of 1 to 10
nm, it is not appropriate for bulk characterization, but good for elemental depth profiling of thin
coatings. Furthermore, Ta based coatings are stable under XPS testing environment. Therefore,
XPS has been widely used to characterize the chemical composition and chemical states of thin
coatings.
2.4.3 Profilometry
Profilometry is a non-contact technique based on the optical interference principle to create a
3D image of the sample’s surface. When two light waves superpose to generate a resultant wave
that is larger than the original waves, this is known as constructive optical interference. An
interferometer split the light source into two beams, one goes to the sample surface and the other
beam goes to a reference surface. Each of those light beams returns to the beam splitter which
combines their amplitude, and the resulting interference pattern is sent to a camera as shown in
Figure 2.9. The detector is an interferometric objective that gathers the returning light from the
reference and sample surface and forms a representative image of the sample surface.
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Figure 2.9: Profilometry operation principle
Based on the information collected from the profilometer, we can obtain the surface roughness,
the curvature, and the thickness of the coatings. The thickness of the coatings can be analyzed by
measuring the height difference between the surface of the coating and the surface of the substrate.
For this purpose, a mask must be placed on the substrate before deposition. After deposition, the
mask is removed, and a coating step is created on the substrate.
2.4.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a versatile image technique which provides clear
images of the sample surface with a wide range of magnifications. Scanning electron microscope
scans the surface of a sample with a focused beam of electrons to collect the desired signal and
generate an image of the sample surface. These electrons are focused to the sample surface trough
magnetic lenses. The signals produced after the interaction of the electron beam with the surface
atoms are secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, Auger electrons, X-rays, and cathode
luminescence (Figure 2.10). The secondary electrons are collected because they come from the
atoms on the sample surface and lead to a high-resolution image of the surface topography.
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Figure 2.10: Electron beam interaction with a sample surface
2.5 Mechanical properties characterization techniques of fabricated coatings
2.5.1 Nanoindentation testing
Hardness and Young’s modulus are the resistance of a material to plastic and elastic
deformation, respectively. They can be measured by nanoindentation. In nanoindentation, a
diamond tip indenter is pressed against the coating surface by gradually increasing the load while
the coating is deformed plastically. Then, it reaches a maximum load Lmax as shown in Figure 2.11.
After releasing the indenter, only the elastic portion displacement is recovered from the maximum
displacement hmax, while hr is the permanent displacement left by the plastic impression upon
complete removal of the indenter from the surface. The green cross-hatched area is the recovered
elastic work We, and the gray shaded region Wp is the work dissipated as plastic deformation.
Then, the sum of these two works (Wp and We) is the total work of the indentation loading curve
at the Lmax and hmax point.

Figure 2.11: Loading and unloading graph for nanoindentation testing
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2.5.2 Rockwell-C adhesion testing
Some of the important techniques to evaluate the adhesion of coatings are tensile (pull) testing,
scratch, and tape testing. However, these methods do not provide information about interfacial
toughness, and tensile tape testing are designed for low adhesion coatings like painting since they
operate in a low load range, normally from 1 to 15 N. Rockwell C indentation testing is a low-cost
qualitative technique commonly used for adhesion measurement of coatings under high loads. A
load of 1497 N is perpendicularly applied to the coating with a diamond “C” indenter, and the
vicinity around the imprint is assessed under microscope after indentation. The well-known
adhesion quality VDI 3198 guideline is used to compare the level of damage around the circular
perimeter of indentation. Figure 2.12 displays the stages of adhesion strength quality from HF1 to
HF6 category. Adhesion quality from HF1 to HF4 are considered as strong based on the VDI
guidelines, while insufficient adhesion quality corresponds to HF5 and HF6. In the present study,
Rockwell C testing was used to compare adhesion strength of different samples by using a load of
1497 N.

Figure 2.12: Different adhesion quality category according to the VDI 3891 guideline
2.5.3 Ball-on-disk tribological testing
Friction is generated when a load is applied over two moving surfaces which are in contact.
The coefficient of friction (COF) is defined as the ratio of the friction force to the nominal
contacting area between the two moving surfaces, and thus a dimensionless number that evaluates
the tribology behavior of two surfaces rubbing to each other. COF is not an intrinsic property of a
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material because the testing conditions, e.g., humility, surface roughness, temperature, moving
speed, and testing configuration strongly affect the COF.
Similarly, wear is an extrinsic property of a material that strongly depends on the surface
characteristics and testing conditions. Wear is the loss of a material resulted from the dynamic
interaction with another material. The wear track analysis gives information about the wear loss
and the wear mechanisms. It would be best if the lab wear testing can be designed to simulate the
final application conditions because wear is sensitive to the environmental conditions. Figure 2.13
shows a schematic of a ball-on-disk configuration where the UHMWPE balls slide against the Ta
based coatings in NaCl solution at ambient temperature.

Figure 2.13: Ball-on-disk configuration
2.6 Electrochemical characterization of coatings
2.6.1 Electrochemical Potentiodynamic Polarization
Electrochemical polarization (commonly known as polarization) is widely used to study the
corrosion resistance of coatings. The three-electrode potentiostat is an electronic equipment that
measures the current between the working electrode and the counter electrode while controlling
the potential between the working electrode (the sample) and the reference electrode. The capacity
to modulate the potential and record the current at the working electrode with minimal interference
from other electrochemical processes in the cell is the main advantage of the three-electrode
potentiostat. The Potentiodynamic polarization experiment setting is shown in Figure 2.14a. The
overpotential η is the magnitude of the polarization calculated as:
η = E-Eo
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(2.3)

where E is the electrode potential when a current is flowing, and Eo is the electrode potential
when the current flow is zero. The electrode potential can be either positive or negative. Anodic
polarization occurs when the electrode potential moves to a positive direction, while in cathodic
polarization the electrode potential moves to a negative direction. The polarization curve represents
the anodic and cathodic polarization when the logarithm of the current (log i) is plot versus the
overpotential (E-Eo) but in polarization curves is usually represented by E. The logarithm of the
absolute value of the current (log i) is used to obtain positive scales for the anodic and cathodic
polarization curves. The corrosion potential (Ecorr) and corrosion current (Icorr) are obtained
graphically from the experimental polarization curves. A typical plot of polarization curves is
shown in Figure 2.14b.

Figure 2.14: a) Potentiodynamic polarization experiment setting and b) experimental anodic
and cathodic polarization curves
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods
3.1 Materials
3.1.1 CoCrMo alloy substrates
ASTM F1537 CoCrMo alloys of 1 inch diameter were uniformly ground with silicon carbide
papers from US#500 to #1200 and polished with diamond suspension from 9 µm to 1 µm,
sequentially. Finally, Cobalt samples were polished with a silica suspension of 0.04 µm until a
mirror-like finish was achieved. Polished samples were then ultrasonic cleaned with ethanol for 30
minutes and dried. Before being put onto the substrate holder in the magnetron sputtering system
made by Plasmionique Inc., the polished cobalt alloys were carefully cleaned with acetone to
eliminate greases and organic contaminants.
After the alloy sheets were put onto the substrate holder and the chamber was pumped down to
a base pressure of 2.4x10-7 Pa, the substrate holder was heated to 110oC to further dry the substrate
surface. Before the deposition, argon plasma cleaning was performed on the alloy surface for 30
minutes at ambient temperature by applying a negative RF substrate bias of 240 V (90 W) at an
argon pressure of 1.3 Pa.
3.1.2 Ta and Zr targets
Ta and Zr targets of a diameter of 76.2 mm and 99.9% purity were purchased from American
Elements Co. The targets were also cleaned by argon sputter-etching for 30 mins with the target
shutter closed avoiding deposition on the substrates during the target cleaning.
3.1.3 Argon and Nitrogen gases
High purity (99.998%) argon and nitrogen gases were used during the fabrication of the Ta
based coatings, the gas cylinders were purchased from Praxair Co.
3.1.4 Polyethylene
Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) balls of 4mm diameter were used in
the tribological testing immersed in sodium chloride solution. The UHMWPE balls were purchased
from Guangzhou OTEM Engineering Plastic Co.
3.1.5 NaCl
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A 0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride solution was used for tribology and corrosion testing, the
99.99% NaCl powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. 9 grams of NaCl were dissolved in
1 liter of deionized water.
3.2 Coating fabrication conditions
The Ta, TaN, and TaZrN coatings deposition parameters are summarized in tables 3.1, 3.2, and
3.3, respectively.
The effect of the deposition pressure on the structure, mechanical properties, adhesion, wear
and corrosion resistance of Ta coatings was investigated with the process parameters shown in
Table 3.1. The selected pressure range was determined based on the observation that certain
deposition pressures favor the formation of α-Ta and other deposition pressures facilitate the
formation of metastable β-Ta as presented in section 2.3.3.2. XRD results show that high purity
single phase α-Ta forms at deposition pressure of 0.3 Pa, 1.3 Pa, and 1.9 Pa and single-phase β-Ta
forms at 0.8 Pa. Adhesion and hardness tests show that the α-Ta coating deposited at 1.9 Pa and
1.3 Pa is soft and has very good adhesion on the CoCrMo alloy while β-Ta coating deposited at 0.8
Pa is hard and poor in adhesion. Therefore, a gradient multilayered Ta coating (Ta-M), with a
highly adhesive inner layer of α-Ta adjacent to the substrate, a middle layer of β-Ta , and a top
layer of α-Ta, could be synthesized by gradually changing the deposition pressure from 1.9 Pa to
0.3 Pa (shown in Table 3.1). The so-deposited Ta multilayered coating could have a soft inner layer
for high adhesion to the substrate, a hard middle layer for load-carrying, and a top layer for
improved high corrosion resistance.
The effect of the deposition temperature on the structure, mechanical properties, adhesion, wear
and corrosion resistance of TaN coatings was investigated with the process parameters displayed
on table 3.2. Previous researches presented in section 2.3.6 show that deposition temperature plays
important role on the structure and properties of TiN coatings and cubic FCC TaN could be
deposited at substrate temperatures between 350 oC and 650 oC with a high argon to nitrogen flow
ratio. It has also been found that high nitrogen content leads to the formation of hexagonal Ta4N5,
hexagonal closed-packed Ta5N6 or orthorhombic Ta3N5.
The process parameters for the TaZrN coatings fabrication are shown on Table 3.3 which were
chosen based on the literature review presented in section 2.3.8 and the deposition conditions of
TaN coatings in this research. Neither significant reduction of polyethylene wear nor dramatic
improvement of corrosion resistance was observed in Ta and TaN coatings, therefore TaZrN was
proposed with the aim to reduce the wear of polyethylene and to improve the corrosion resistance
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of CoCrMo. For this ternary system, a more detailed investigation is required to fully understand
the effect of different deposition conditions on the structure and properties of the coatings, which
is recommended as future work.

Table 3.1: The deposition parameters for the Ta coatings

Sample

Temperature
(oC)

Pressure
(Pa)

Ambient

0.3
0.8
1.3
1.9
1.9-0.3

Ta-1
Ta-2
Ta-3
Ta-4
Ta-M

Ta
power
(W)

Ar
flow rate
(sccm)

200

30

Table 3.2: The deposition parameters for the TaN coatings
Sample
TaN-350C
TaN-400C
TaN-450C
TaN-500C

Temperature
(oC)
350
400
450
500

Pressure
(Pa)
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

Ta power
(W)
200
200
200
200

Ar flow rate
(sccm)
80
80
80
80

N2 flow rate
(sccm)
5
5
5
5

Table 3.3: Deposition parameters for the TaZrN coatings
Sample

Temperature
(oC)

Pressure
(Pa)

TaZrN

430

1.3

Ta
power
(W)
200

Zr
power
(W)
200

Ar flow
rate
(sccm)
55

N2
flow rate
(sccm)
22

3.3 Characterization methods
3.3.1 Structural Characterization
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was conducted with a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer
(Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) to investigate the crystal structure of the deposited Ta based
coatings on the CoCrMo alloy. Cu target (wavelength 1.54056Å) was employed with 40 kV and
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44 mA at a step size of 0.02 degree. A multipurpose attachment was installed to do grazing
incidence angle diffraction for coatings.
The chemical composition and bonding state were characterized using an AXIS Supra X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (Kratos Analytical Limited, Kyoto, Japan). The spectrometer is
equipped with a monochromated Al Kα source (1486.6 eV) and a monoatomic Ar+ source to
remove the surface contaminants of the samples before collecting XPS data.
3.3.2 Surface Morphology
The thickness and morphology of the coatings were evaluated using a Hitachi SU8010 fieldemission scanning electron microscope (Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation, Tokyo, Japan),
with an accelerating voltage of 3 kV and magnifications of 40k and 50k.
The surface roughness of the Ta based coatings was evaluated with a New View 8000 optical
profilometer, (Zygo Corporation, Connecticut, U.S.).
The surface morphology after the Rockwell C indentations and wear testing was evaluated
with a JSM-6010LV general purpose scanning electron microscope (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).
The surface of the polyethylene balls used after wear testing were observed with a BX41RFLED optical microscope (Olympus Co., Tokyo, Japan) and analyzed with the PAX-it software.

3.3.3 Mechanical testing
The hardness and Young’s modulus of the films were measured using a NA-2 nanoindenter
(Center for Tribology Inc., California, U.S.), where 25 indentations were performed on different
locations of the samples surfaces with a Berkovich type indenter. The penetration depth was kept
within 10 % of the thickness of the sample to avoid the effect of substrate.
Adhesion of the Ta based coatings was evaluated with a Dia Testor 751 Rockwell C indenter
(Instron Wolpert Gmbh, Ludwigshafen, Germany) using a repetitive standard load of 1497 N for
direct comparison. Examination of the imprints after indentation was carried out using a JSM6010LV general purpose scanning electron microscope (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

3.3.4 Tribological Characterization
Friction and wear analysis were conducted using a Micro-Tribometer model UMT-2 (Center
for Tribology Inc., California, U.S). Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) balls
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of 4mm diameter were immersed in 0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride solution and sliding on the surface
of the samples at a constant load of 10 N in a linear reciprocal movement mode. The displacement
length was 2.5 mm at a speed of 5mm/sec for 10,000 seconds, resulting in a total number of linear
reciprocations of 10,000.
The wear testing conditions was chosen based on the ASTM G133-05 and ASTM F732-17
standards as well as the limitations of the available equipment in our lab. Table 3.4 summarizes the
wear testing conditions of the ASTM G133-05, ASTM F732-17 standards and present research.
Although the wear testing conditions are not in full compliance with the standards, it can be used
to identify potential coatings for more expensive long-time testing with a joint simulator.

Table 3.4 Summary of wear testing conditions

ASTM G133-05

ASTM F732-17

Present wear testing

Diameter

9.6 mm

9 mm

4 mm

Normal Force

25 N

225 N

10 N

Stroke Length

10 mm

25 mm

5 mm

5 Hz

1 Hz

1 Hz

Test duration

16 min 40 s

23 days

2 hours 42 min

Siliding distance

100 m

25 000 m

50 m

22 ± 3°C

37 ± 3°C

22 ± 3°C

40 – 60 (%)

Not controlled

Not controlled

None applied

Bovine blood
serum

0.9% (w/v) sodium
chloride solution

Oscillating
frequency

Temperature
Relative Humidity
Lubrication

3.3.5 Corrosive Characterization
The electrochemical corrosion resistance of the coatings was evaluated with an Interface1000
electrochemical analyzer (GAMRY Instruments, Pennsylvania, USA) using the potentiodynamic
polarization technique, in accordance with the G59 ASTM standard. Electrochemical sample
masks were used to define a working area of 1 cm2 on the substrates. This area was subjected to a
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physiological saline solution of 0.9 % (w/v) sodium chloride (NaCl). The Ta based coatings and
the bare substrate were connected as the working electrode, a saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
functioned as the reference electrode, and a graphite rod was used as the counter electrode. The
working area of the samples was exposed to the electrolyte solution for the open circuit potential
before commencing polarization. Tafel curves were plotted during the potentiodynamic
polarization tests by applying electrical potential in the range of ±0.250 V against the open circuit
potential (Eoc), with a sweep rate of 5x10-4 V/s. All electrochemical measurements were carried
out at ambient temperature (20±2 oC). Fitting of the Tafel curves was conducted with the GAMRY
ECHEM software using the linear components of the curves to determine the corrosion current
density (icorr) and corrosion potential (Ecorr).
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Chapter 4: Wear and Corrosion Resistance of Highly Adhesive Tantalum Multilayer
Coatings on Biomedical Grade CoCrMo Alloy

The content of this chapter has been submitted to Materialia and is currently under revision.
Contribution of the Ph.D. candidate:
Experiments were designed and conducted by Jesus Corona-Gomez under the supervision of
Dr. Qiaoqin Yang. Coatings fabrication and characterization were carried out by Jesus CoronaGomez. Corrosion characterization of coatings was performed by Jesus Corona-Gomez with the
assistance of Tonye A. Jack. The manuscript was drafted by Jesus Corona-Gomez with guidance
and suggestions provided by Dr. Qiaoqin Yang.
Contribution of chapter 4 to the present Ph.D. research project:
Chapter 4 presents the investigation conducted on metallic Ta coatings to improve the surface
properties of CoCrMo alloy for hip joint applications. The results of this chapter serve as a basis
to compare the performance of the TaN and TaZrN coatings presented in the next chapters 5 and
6, respectively.
4.1 Abstract
Misalignment of hip joint implant components is linked to the migration of worn-off
polyethylene particles that causes resorption or removal of bone tissue, also known as osteolysis.
Tantalum (Ta) coatings deposited on biomedical grade cobalt chromium molybdenum (CoCrMo)
alloy were investigated to determine their potential to minimize osteolysis in the hip joint
replacement applications. Deposition of single-layered and multilayered Ta coatings was carried
out at room temperature using a magnetron sputtering system by varying the deposition pressure
from 0.3 Pa to 1.9 Pa. The hardness and Young’s modulus of the Ta coatings ranged from 8 to 21
GPa and from 179 to 288 GPa, respectively. Excellent adhesion was observed on the Ta coatings
deposited at a high deposition pressure. Tribological results showed the wear rate of polyethylene
balls was 4% lower when sliding against the Ta multilayer coating than with the bare CoCrMo
alloy. Furthermore, the corrosion resistance of the Ta multilayer was 61% higher than the uncoated
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CoCrMo alloy. The results indicate that Ta coatings have great potential for artificial joint
applications.
Keywords: Adhesion, Wear, Corrosion, Tantalum, Multilayer Coatings, CoCrMo, Hip Joint.

4.2 Introduction

A total hip joint replacement device consists of an acetabular cup with an internal plastic liner
that is sliding against a spherical femoral head supported by a femoral stem. Ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) and medical grade cobalt chromium molybdenum (CoCrMo)
alloy have been extensively used to fabricate the liner and the femoral head, respectively [1,3,4].
Patients with hip joint implants face a serious problem due to the relatively short lifetime of the hip
joint prosthesis [1]. The migration of worn-off particles from the polyethylene liner has been
associated with misalignment of the implant components and osteolysis, where progressive
destruction of bone tissue occurs due to cavitation at the implant-bone interface [2]. Consequently,
revision surgery is usually required after 10 to 15 years of the first implantation surgery [1,3],
which becomes a severe health issue for people of old ages.
Coating the femoral head is one of the most promising techniques to increase the lifetime of
the implants [5,6]. Tantalum (Ta) has attracted much interest as a coating material for the femoral
head due to its unique properties [6]. Ta is biocompatible with mammalian cells and favorable for
cell formation [7–9], highly corrosion-resistant [10–14], and mechanically strong and hard [15–
17]. Ta exists as α-Ta and β-Ta phases which have different crystalline structures and mechanical
properties. α-Ta has a bcc structure and is relatively soft and ductile while β-Ta has a tetragonal
structure and is brittle and hard [19,21,82,84,102,103]. Both Ta phases can be deposited on
CoCrMo alloy by physical vapor deposition (PVD). Sputtering is the most widely used PVD
technique for depositing Ta coatings at room temperature and has been attracted much attention.
Hallmann et al. [18] studied the effect of sputtering parameters including bias voltage and amount
of oxygen and argon impurities on the structure and properties of Ta coatings on CoCrMo alloy,
but no adhesion and tribo-corrosion information was presented. Another study reported the
corrosion resistance of Ta coatings, but adhesion on CoCrMo alloy and wear behavior were not
evaluated [14]. Shiri et al. [19] deposited α-Ta coatings at 400oC and mixed α-Ta and β-Ta coatings
at 200oC on CoCrMo alloy but wear and corrosion resistance were not investigated. It was also
reported that the deposition pressure does not affect the crystalline structure of Ta coatings [19],
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contradictory to some other research works [18,20–24]. In this research, Ta coatings were deposited
at ambient temperature on medical-grade CoCrMo alloy by varying the deposition pressure from
0.3 Pa to 1.9 Pa to clarify whether the deposition pressure affects Ta coating formation to compare
with a previous study [19]. Based on those results, a novel multilayer Ta coating was fabricated to
further improve the wear and corrosive properties of the single-layer Ta coatings and uncoated
CoCrMo alloy. Furthermore, the wear of UHMWPE is investigated when sliding against the Ta
coatings to determine their potential to minimize osteolysis in hip joint implants application.
4.3 Experimental details
4.3.1 Ta coatings deposition
ASTM F1537 CoCrMo alloy disks with 1-inch diameter were sequentially ground with silicon
carbide sand papers from US#500 to #1200 and polished with diamond suspension from 9 µm to
1 µm by using a Struers Labopol-5 automated polishing machine. After grinding and polishing,
CoCrMo samples were then further polished with a silica suspension of 0.04 µm on a porous
neoprene cloth until a mirror-like finish was achieved with an average surface roughness (Sa) of
1.51 ± 0.16 nm as measured in a surface area of 335 µm2 with a Zygo New View 8000 optical
profilometer. Polished samples were ultrasonically cleaned with ethanol for 30 minutes, wiped with
acetone dipped paper, and dried with a heat gun. After the alloy sheets were put onto the substrate
holder and the chamber was pumped down to a base pressure of 2.4x10-7 Pa, the substrate holder
was heated to 110oC to further dry the substrates. Before the deposition, argon (Ar) plasma cleaning
was performed on the alloy surface for 40 minutes at ambient temperature by applying a negative
RF substrate bias of 240 V at an Ar pressure of 1.3 Pa. The deposition was carried out with a
Plasmionique SPLD620-FLR PVD equipment at ambient temperature with Ar gas of 99.999%
purity at a flow rate of 30 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). The target-substrate
distance was kept at 86 mm, the substrate holder rotated at a speed of 3 rpm, and 200 W radio
frequency (RF) power was applied to the Ta target of a diameter of 76.2 mm and 99.9% purity
while the deposition pressure was varied from 0.3 Pa to 1.9 Pa as shown in table 1. Specifically, a
gradient multilayered Ta coating was synthesized by gradually changing the deposition pressure
from 1.9 Pa to 0.3 Pa. For this sample, the deposition pressure was gradually changed with other
deposition parameters kept at the same values as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: The deposition parameters for the prepared Ta coatings
Sample
Ta-1
Ta-2
Ta-3
Ta-4
Ta-M

Temperature
(oC)

Ambient

Pressure (Pa)
0.3
0.8
1.3
1.9
1.9-0.3

Ta target
power (W)

Argon flow
rate (sccm)

200

30

Thickness
(µm)
1.71 ± 0.02
1.79 ± 0.01
1.88 ± 0.01
2.22 ± 0.01
1.42 ± 0.01

4.3.2 Characterization
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was conducted with a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer to
investigate the crystal structure of the deposited Ta coatings. A copper target (wavelength
1.54056Å) was employed at 40 kV and 44 mA. The θ-2θ scans ranged from 20 to 90 degrees with
a step size of 0.02 degrees. A multipurpose attachment was installed to do grazing incidence angle
diffraction for all the coatings. The lattice strain in the coatings was calculated using the following
formula:

𝜀=

𝑑−𝑑𝑜
𝑑𝑜

(4.1)

where d is the interplanar spacing calculated based on the XRD diffractograms and do is the
interplanar spacing of coating material without stress. The thickness and morphology of the
coatings were evaluated by using a Hitachi SU8010 field-emission scanning electron microscope
(FE-SEM) operated at 3 kV.
The hardness and Young’s modulus of the Ta coatings were measured using an NA-2
nanoindenter manufactured by the Center for Tribology (CETR) Inc. equipped with a Berkovichtype indenter. The penetration depth was kept within 10% of the thickness of the coatings to avoid
the effect of the substrate and to reduce the uncertainty of the testing. The Oliver-Pharr method
[104] was used for the nano hardness measurements with a maximum load of 5 mN. The testing
was conducted at 22oC overnight to prevent any noise or vibration from interfering the readings.
The Daimler-Benz Rockwell-C tester was employed to evaluate the adhesion quality of Ta coatings
on CoCrMo alloy according to the Verein-Deutscher-Ingenieure (VDI) 3198 standard [105]. A Jeol
JSM-6010LV scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to examine the imprints after
indentation.
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Tribological testing was conducted using a UMT-2 Micro-Tribometer manufactured by CETR
Inc., in a ball-on-disk setting according to the ASTM F732-17 and ASTM G133-05 standards
[106,107]. UHMWPE balls of 4 mm diameter were immersed in 0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride
solution (NaCl) and sliding on the surface of the samples at a constant load of 10 N in a linear
reciprocal movement mode. The displacement of one reciprocation was 5 mm long, with a speed
of 5 mm/sec, and the linear motion repeated for 10,000 seconds, resulting in a total of 10,000
reciprocations. The worn area of the polyethylene balls was evaluated using an optical microscope
interfaced with the PAX-it image analysis software to determine the volume loss and wear rate.
The wear rate of the polyethylene balls was determined using the following formula[106]:

𝑊=

𝑉

(4.2)

2𝐿𝑆𝑁

where L is the applied load (N); S is the sliding length (m), N is the total number of
reciprocations, and V is the volume lost from the polyethylene balls (mm3) calculated from the
worn areas as:

𝑉=

𝜋ℎ
6

(

3𝐷 2
4

+ ℎ2 )

(4.3)

where h is the height of the worn spherical cap (mm) and D is the scar diameter of the worn
polyethylene ball (mm). The value of h is calculated as:

ℎ = R − (R2 −

D2
4

1/2

)

(4.4)

where R is the original ball radius (mm), these calculations are in accordance with ASTM
G133-05 [107].
The potentiodynamic polarization technique was used to investigate the electrochemical
corrosion resistance of the Ta coatings and the bare substrate by following the G59-57 ASTM
standard [108]. The working area of 1 cm2 was subjected to a physiological solution of 0.9% (w/v)
sodium chloride (NaCl) at room temperature. The samples were connected as the working
electrode, a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) functioned as the reference electrode, and a graphite
rod was used as the counter electrode. The samples were in contact with the NaCl solution for at
least 2 hours until a stable state condition was reached for the open circuit potential before
commencing polarization. Tafel curves were plotted by applying electrical potential in the range
of ±0.250 V against the open circuit potential (Eoc), with a sweep rate of 5x10-4 V/s on a GAMRY
Interface1000 electrochemical analyzer. The Tafel curves were fitted with the GAMRY Echem
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Analyst software to determine the corrosion current density (icorr) and corrosion potential (Ecorr).
The polarization resistance (Rp) was calculated with the following equation[108]:

𝑅𝑝 =

𝐵
𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟

(4.5)

where B is the Stern-Geary constant and icorr is the corrosion current density.

𝐵=

𝛽𝑎 𝛽𝑐
2.303 (𝛽𝑎+𝛽𝑐)

(4.6)

where βa and βc are the slopes of the anodic and cathodic reactions, respectively, as defined
in ASTM 59-57[108].
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Structural analysis
Figure 4.1 exhibits the XRD diffractograms of the Ta coatings deposited at different pressures.
The peaks for Ta-1 sample with 2θ positions at 38.4o, 55.3o, 69.4o, and 82.3o are identified as (110),
(200), (211), and (220) of α-Ta, respectively. All the peaks were shifted to a lower angle by
approximately 0.2o corresponding to 0.3% lattice strain. The peak at 65.4o of Ta-2 sample is close
to the peak at 65.9o of β-Ta (013). While the peak at 38.8o of Ta-2 is located between α-Ta (110)
at 38.5o and β-Ta (212) at 39.2o. The three peaks at 38.1o, 69.0o, and 81.8o of Ta-3 correspond to
α-Ta (110), (211), and (220), respectively. These peaks are also shifted to a lower angle indicating
an approximate lattice strain of 0.7%. The peaks at 37.8o, 54.5o, 68.2o, and 80.7o of Ta-4 correspond
to the peaks of α-Ta phase with an approximate 1.7% lattice strain. The peaks of the Ta multilayer
sample (Ta-M) at 33.5o, 37.9o, 64.5o, 68.4o, 82.0o correlate with β-Ta (002), α-Ta (110), β-Ta (013),
α-Ta (211), and α-Ta (220), respectively, indicating the presence of both α-Ta and β-Ta phases in
Ta-M coating. The XRD results show that the deposition pressure affects the formation of α-Ta
and β-Ta phases on the CoCrMo alloy. High purity single phase α-Ta was obtained at deposition
pressure of 0.3 Pa, 1.3 Pa, and 1.9 Pa. Meanwhile, single-phase β-Ta was obtained at 0.8 Pa, and
the Ta-M coating deposited at a pressure ranging from 1.9 Pa to 0.3 Pa is a mixture of α-Ta and βTa phases. The formation of single α- or β-Ta phased coatings has been achieved under specific
working pressure values. The relationship between the deposition pressure and the Ta phase
formation is related to the energy levels of the deposition atoms [109–111]. Other deposition
parameters such as the distance between the target and substrate holder, and the bias voltage applied
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to the target also determine the energy level of the deposition atoms. A lower deposition pressure
or a shorter distance make deposition atoms with less probability to have collisions with other
species in the chamber to lose energy, and consequently the deposition atoms arrive at the substrate
surface with higher energy [112–114]. α-Ta is an equilibrium phase while β-Ta is a metastable
phase at ambient conditions. To obtain metastable β-Ta phase in the coating, deposition atoms with
a certain average energy level per atom is necessary. In the present research, α-Ta phase forms
when the average energy level of deposition atoms is the highest at 0.3 Pa. In this case, the high
energy atomic bombardment facilitates the diffusion of deposition atoms to form equilibrium α-Ta
phase. When the deposition pressure increases to 0.8 Pa, the deposition atoms might have sufficient
energy level to form metastable β-Ta but not too high to transfer it equilibrium α-Ta. When
increasing the deposition pressure further from 0.8 Pa, the average energy level of the deposition
atoms decreases to a certain level when it is not sufficient to form metastable β-Ta and thus only
equilibrium α-Ta phase forms.
Nevertheless, previous research showed the presence of α-Ta and β-Ta at different deposition
pressures. For instance, α-Ta coating has been obtained at deposition pressures of 0.7 Pa, 1.4 Pa
[21], and 1.5 Pa [113], while the presence of the β-Ta phase has been detected at pressures of 0.3
Pa, 0.4 Pa, 0.8 Pa, 0.9 Pa, 1.1 Pa[21], 1.2 Pa and 1.7 Pa [113], and a mixture of Ta phases has been
identified at pressures of 0.4 Pa [113], 0.5Pa [21], 0.7 Pa, 0.9 Pa, and 2 Pa [113]. The difference
between the present results and previous research is attributed to the other deposition parameters
that can affect the energy of the arriving species. It has been reported that the formation of Ta
phases can be influenced by other parameters such as the impurity level in the deposition chamber
[21,90,115], the type of sputtering gases [86,116], type of substrates, and the impurities on the
deposition surface [88,117–120], substrate surface oxidation [88,121], substrate bias
[110,111,122], sputtering power [113], deposition temperature [89,123–126], and coating
thickness [113]. The present research shows that high purity single-phased α-Ta and β-Ta coatings
can be deposited on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy at different deposition pressures by keeping
the other deposition parameters constant.
The average grain size of the Ta coatings calculated from the XRD spectra by using the Scherrer
equation after correcting the instrument broadening is 11 ± 2 nm, 7 ± 2 nm, 17 ± 2 nm, and 11 ± 1
nm for the Ta-1, Ta-2, Ta-3 and Ta-4, respectively, confirming that Ta-2 coating consists of the
finest grains although neither SEM nor XRD can give accurate grain size and its distribution.
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Figure 4.1: XRD of Ta coatings deposited on Cobalt alloy

4.4.2 Morphology

Figure 4.2 shows the cross-sectional and top-view morphology of Ta coatings. As the
nanostructural features observed in SEM images are in the same order as the calculated average
grain size based on XRD, those features are reasonable to be referred as grains. Ta-1 shown in
Figure 4.2a is characterized by a dense structure with needle-shaped grains, typical structure of αTa phase[111,127,128]. Its cross-sectional image shows an elongated failure of the grains,
characteristic of ductile fracture. For Ta-2 shown in Figure 4.2b, the top-view image displays a
dense nanocrystalline structure with spherical-shaped grains, similar to previously reported
structure for β-Ta [111,127,128]. The dense nanostructure correlates with the broadening of the
XRD diffractogram of Ta-2. The cross-sectional image shows a close-packed columnar growth in
consistency with its top-view. No porosity was observed for Ta-1 and Ta-2 coatings. Ta-3 coating
(see Figure 4.2c) exhibits a sharp triangular morphology that can be related to the orientation of
packed needle-shaped grains of α-Ta phase with nanopores arbitrarily distributed, which can also
be seen on the cross-sectional image between the columnar grains. The morphology of sample Ta4 shows packed triangular grains uniformly separated, which also correspond to the α-Ta phase as
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seen in Figure 4.2d. The separated columnar growth may occur due to the limited adatom mobility
under certain conditions [129]. These conditions can be higher deposition pressure which increases
the collision frequency of the sputtered atoms and results in incident species with lower
energy[130], consequently, the lower adatom mobility leads to the porous microstructure. Grosser
et al. [127] also observed increased porosity as deposition pressure increased for Ta coatings
deposited on glass.
The thickness measured from the cross-sectional SEM images is 1.71 µm ± 0.02 µm, 1.79 µm
± 0.01 µm, 1.88 µm ± 0.01 µm, and 2.22 µm ± 0.01 µm for Ta-1, Ta-2, Ta-3, and Ta-4 coating,
respectively. All the Ta coatings were deposited for 3 hours; thus, the calculated deposition rates
are 0.57 µm/hr, 0.60 µm/hr, 0.62 µm/hr, 0.74 µm/hr for Ta-1, Ta-2, Ta-3, and Ta-4 coating,
respectively, indicating higher deposition pressure results in higher deposition rate. This can be
explained by the energy of depositing atoms: the depositing atoms sputtered from the target have
less probability to have collision to loss energy at lower the pressure and thus posses higher energy
and are with higher probability to leave the depositing surface [131]. The morphology of the Ta
coatings is in accordance with those reported by previous research where α-Ta showed sharp edges
with needle-shape grains and β-Ta displayed typical finer and spherical-shape grains
[111,127,128]. The morphological features of the Ta-M displayed a combination of the two Ta
phases with clusters of sharp facet grains randomly distributed in a close-packed fine structured
phase. The effect of deposition pressure on the microstructure of the coating can be explained with
shadowing and ion energy. The inert working gas used during deposition creates collisional
scattering between the sputtered atoms and the Ar gas atoms and leads to oblique deposition angles
[132–134]. Therefore, the higher the deposition pressure, the higher the probability for collisional
scattering to occur, and thus the higher the oblique deposition angles. This phenomenon induces
atomic shadowing. Atomic shadowing occurs when high peaks of the substrate surface receive
more sputtered atoms than the valleys of the substrate surface [135]. Hence, higher deposition
pressure increases atomic shadowing, and thus increases imperfections and voids in the coatings.
Furthermore, higher deposition pressure increases the collision frequency of the sputtered atoms
and results in incident species with lower energy [130], consequently, adatom mobility is lowered,
leading to more porous microstructure.
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Figure 4.2: Cross-section and top-view SEM images of a) Ta-1, b) Ta-2, c) Ta-3, and d) Ta-4
Figure 4.3 shows the cross-section and top-view SEM images of the Ta multilayer coating. The
cross-section SEM image displays columnar growth in the first half of the coating and laminar
growth on the top of the coating, as indicated in Figure 4.3. The thickness measured from the crosssection SEM image is 1.42 µm ± 0.01 µm. The top-view SEM images show clusters of sharp facet
grains randomly distributed in a close-packed fine structured phase. The average lateral size of the
clusters is 0.68 ± 0.04 µm and their height is 0.13 ± 0.03 µm. From the cross-section image in
Figure 4.3, well-defined columnar grains gradually change to close-packed fine grains and the
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clusters grow as an embedded phase corresponding to the agglomeration of sharp grains observed
on the top-view SEM images.
Lee et al.[136] observed β-Ta at the early stage and fan-shaped grains of α-Ta then grew on the
β-Ta at a pressure of 12 Pa on steel substrates. Similarly, Grosser and Schmid [127] reported β-Ta
initially formed and conical inclusions of α-Ta grew on the β-Ta at a deposition pressure of 0.9 Pa
on glass wafer substrates. In the present results, the initial columnar growth accounts for α-Ta while
the sequential β-Ta grows with embedded clusters of sharp grains which match well with the
morphology of α-Ta previously observed in Fig. 2, in agreement with the observations reported by
Lee et al. [136] and Grosser and Schmid [127]. Nevertheless, in the Ta-M coating design, α-Ta is
initially deposited to improve the adhesion of the coating to the CoCrMo substrate while the
composite design of Ta phases on the top of the coating provides improved surface properties that
are needed for hip joint applications as discussed in the following sections. The present research
shows that there are two ways to control phase formation by adjusting the deposition pressure: by
adjusting the deposition pressure and keeping it constant, single-phased Ta coatings can be
obtained and by gradually changing the deposition pressure, multilayered coatings with specific
structures can be deposited to have unique properties to meet the requirements of particular
applications.

Figure 4.3: Cross-section and top-view SEM images of Ta-M
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4.4.3 Mechanical Properties
Table 4.2 summarizes the hardness (H), Young’s Modulus (E), and H/E ratio for the deposited
Ta coatings. The hardness value of Ta-1 is 11 GPa ± 1 GPa while for Ta-3 and Ta-4 is 8 GPa± 1
GPa. The highest hardness value is 21 GPa ± 1 GPa corresponding to sample Ta-2. The results are
in good agreement with previous studies where the hardness of α-Ta ranges from 9 to 12 GPa, and
that of β-Ta coatings varies from 17 and 20 GPa [19,21,82,84]. Zhang et al.[102] also observed βTa has higher hardness than α-Ta. They attributed this to the tetragonal structure of β-Ta and its
finer grain size [137,138]. Similarly, in the present research, Ta-2 is composed of single β-Ta phase
and of nanocrystalline structure, and thus it shows 1.6 times higher hardness than Ta-1, Ta-3 and
Ta-4 coatings.
The Ta-M coating showed a hardness value of 19 GPa ± 1 GPa which reflects mix structure of
α-Ta and β-Ta. Furthermore, the hardness values shown in Table 2 coincide with the crystalline
structure revealed by the XRD diffractograms in Figure 4.1 and SEM images in Figure 4.2. Table
4.2 shows that both the hardness and Young’s Modulus are lower for samples Ta-3 and Ta-4 in
comparison with Ta-1 with the same α-Ta phase. This reduction of mechanical properties in
samples Ta-3 and Ta-4 is attributed to the porosity observed in the SEM images shown in Figure
4.2. As a high H/E ratio is related to large elastic strain to failure that is beneficial for wear-resistant
applications [139], H/E ratio was also listed in Table 4.2. All the Ta coatings display a higher H/E
ratio than the uncoated CoCrMo alloy, inferring that any of the Ta coatings could have better wear
resistance than the bare substrate. Nevertheless, the hardness for Ta-3 and Ta-4 coatings is close to
that of the bare CoCrMo alloy. Because of similar mechanical properties between the CoCrMo
alloy and the α-Ta coatings, the interfacial stress caused by the deformation during loading would
be minimum and thus this coating/substrate combination would be more resistant to interfacial
failure and show higher adhesion. Furthermore, the hard surface with β-Ta like Ta-2 could provide
higher load-carrying capacity. Therefore, a hard and highly adhesive gradient multilayered Ta
coating could be deposited on CoCrMo alloy by gradually decreasing the deposition pressure from
1.9 Pa to 0.3 Pa. In this case, the inner side of the coating would be a single α-Ta phase, providing
high adhesion to the substrate, the subsurface of the coating would be of β-Ta phase with dense
and compact nanocrystalline structure, hard and brittle, and the top surface of the coating would be
a mix of α-Ta and β-Ta phases with a dense and compact nanocrystalline structure. As a result, the
hardness and H/E ratio of the multilayered Ta coating on CoCrMo would gradually increase from
8.0 GPa (substrate) to 19 GPa (Ta-M) and from 0.03 to 0.07, respectively. As shown in Table 4.2,
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the gradient multilayered Ta coating demonstrated a high hardness of 19 GPa and a high H/E of
0.07. It is reasonable that the hardness and the H/E ratio of the multilayered coating are a little bit
lower than the Ta-2 coating (β-Ta) as it is a multilayered coating consisting of layers with a
hardness ranging from 8 GPa to 21 GPa.

Table 4.2: Hardness and Young’s modulus of CoCrMo alloy and Ta coatings
Sample
CoCrMo
Ta-1
Ta-2
Ta-3
Ta-4
Ta-M

H=Hardness
(GPa)
8±1
11 ± 1
21 ± 1
8±1
8±1
19 ± 1

E=Young’s Modulus
(GPa)
259 ± 22
263 ± 25
274 ± 15
220 ± 33
179 ± 42
288 ± 43

H/E
0.03
0.04
0.08
0.04
0.05
0.07

4.4.4 Adhesion
Figure 4.4 depicts the SEM images of the coatings after Daimler-Benz Rockwell-C testing
(VDI 3198) [105]. Circumferential cracking in the indentation zone can be seen for the Ta-1 sample
but no delamination is observed in the immediate surroundings of the imprint (Figure 4.4a). Even
though the adhesion quality of this coating is acceptable according to the VDI 3198 guideline, it
might not be recommended for biomedical wear-resistant applications due to its high risk of
cracking. Similarly, Latif et al. [113] observed acceptable adhesion of Ta coatings deposited at 0.4
Pa on the bare silicon substrate after removal of scotch tape. For Ta-2 coating, it is characterized
by circumferential ring cracking inside the indentation and around its proximity as observed in
Figure 4.4b. Ta-2 displays crack propagation to the vicinity of the imprint and piling up of the
substrate and buckling of the circumferential ring cracks in the indentation area. This sample can
be assigned an adhesion strength quality of HF 3 according to the Daimler-Benz Rockwell-C
adhesion test VDI 3198 guideline. The clear separation between circumferential cracks suggests
brittle behavior of the coating which might not be desirable for biomedical implants. Similarly,
Shiri et al.[140] observed brittle behavior of Ta coatings after Rockwell-C indentation when β-Ta
phase was used as an interlayer. Latif et al.[113] observed acceptable adhesion for Ta coatings
deposited at 0.9 Pa but significant delamination was observed for Ta coatings deposited at 0.7 Pa
on silicon substrates. Figure 4.4c shows no visible spallation but fine radial cracking surrounding
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the imprint of sample Ta-3. Acceptable adhesion quality HF2 is seen for this coating according to
the VDI 3198 guideline, comparably to this sample, Latif et al. observed acceptable adhesion of
Ta coatings deposited at 1.2 Pa[113]. Figure 4.4d corresponds to sample Ta-4 which displays
neither cracking nor buckling in the vicinity of the indentation. It shows a more ductile behavior in
comparison to the other coatings. The adhesion quality of this sample is higher than the best
adhesion quality of HF1 based on the VDI 3198 guideline. Latif et al.[113] observed slight
delamination of Ta coatings deposited at 2 Pa which was attributed to the brittle character of the
coatings. Figure 4.4e shows acceptable high adhesion of the multilayered Ta-M sample as no
spallation of the coating was observed either inside or surround the imprint’s perimeter. This high
adhesion is attributed to its multilayered structure, in which the most inner layer adjacent to the
substrate is of the same structure as the coating deposited at 1.9 Pa, relatively soft, ductile, and
highly adhesive to the substrate and the coating structure, from the coating/substrate interface to
the top coating surface, gradually changes from α-Ta to β-Ta of high hardness, and a top layer of
α-Ta phase. The adhesion of the Ta-3, Ta-4, and Ta-M samples is excellent according to the VDI
3198 guideline and represents a lower cost of fabrication in comparison with previous studies
where Ta has been deposited at elevated temperature of 200oC to 600oC on CoCrMo alloy[140].

Figure 4. 4: SEM images after Rockwell C indentation of a) Ta-1, b) Ta-2, c) Ta-3, d) Ta-4,
and e) Ta-M coatings
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4.4.5 Tribological properties
Figure 4.5 exhibits the arithmetic (Sa) and root mean squared (Sq) roughness of the Ta coatings
and uncoated alloy. The Sa roughness values are 2.16 nm ± 0.28 nm, 2.14 ± 0.36 nm, and 1.51 ±
0.16 nm, which correspond to sample Ta-M, Ta-2, and CoCrMo alloy, respectively. Lower surface
roughness is advantageous in applications such as hip joint and knee implants as well as other wearresistant applications. The low roughness of coating Ta-2 is attributed to its dense and compact
nanocrystalline structure as seen from Figure 4.2b. Coating Ta-4 shows the highest Sa roughness
of 17.12 nm± 0.41 nm. This high roughness is associated with the nanopores observed on the SEM
images in Figure 4.2d. These characteristics are also related to the fabrication conditions because
lower deposition pressure results in the atomic bombardment with a higher energy, facilitating the
incorporation of atoms during the growth of the coating and thus forming a denser structure
[141,142]. Contrarily, for the Ta-3 and Ta-4 coatings the higher deposition pressure during their
fabrication led to deposition with low energy atoms, limiting adatom mobility [130] on the
substrate surface, and causing higher porosity in the coatings as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.5: Sa and Sq roughness of CoCrMo alloy and Ta coatings
The coefficient of friction (COF) of the Ta coatings and bare alloy sliding against UHMWPE
and the wear rate of UHMWPE are presented in Figure 4.6. The Ta-M coating and the uncoated
alloy displayed the lowest COF value of 0.11 ± 0.04. The COF increases as the deposition pressure
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increases for the Ta coatings. Interestingly, the multilayer Ta-M displayed lower COF than the
single-layered coatings. This might be attributed to its dense α-Ta top layer. Figure 4.6 also shows
that the wear rate of the polyethylene decreases as the deposition pressure of the Ta coating
increases. The lowest wear rate of the polyethylene was observed for Ta-M sample, which is 4%
lower than that for uncoated alloy and 21% lower than that for Ta-1 sample. Although it is expected
that the Ta-2 and Ta-M coatings exhibit higher resistance to wear due to their improved H/E ratio,
we could not compare the wear resistance of the coatings because no wear was observed for the Ta
coatings and CoCrMo alloy under the testing conditions in the present research. This can be due to
short testing time and their high wear resistance against soft polyethylene balls. Nevertheless, as
reviewed in chapter 2, one of the major factors limits the service lifetime of artificial joint is the
wear of the polyethylene liner not the metallic head. Therefore, our concern is that if the coating
can decrease the wear rate of the soft polyethylene balls not that if the coating can increase the
wear resistance of CoCrMo alloy. The wear results show that the polyethylene balls has the lowest
wear rate when sliding against the Ta-M coating, indicating Ta-M could be the most promising
coating for CoCrMo head to improve the service lifetime of artificial joints. The difference between
the wear rate of polyethylene sliding against the Ta-M coatings and the other samples is from 10%
to 40%, and the surface roughness of the Ta-M is 28% lower than the uncoated alloy and 14%
lower than the Ta-1, Ta-2 and Ta-3. On the contrary, the Ta-4 showed a surface roughness 7 times
higher than the other samples, and 33% higher wear rate of polyethylene than the Ta-M coatings.
This drastic difference of surface roughness and wear rate of polyethylene is attributed to the high
porosity of Ta-4 deposited at high working gas pressure. Coatings with high porosity can provide
more contact area with the counterpart and serve as a mechanical anchoring to initially trigger
abrasive wear of the softer material [143]. Furthermore, the sample surfaces were examined using
SEM after wear testing, and the electron micrographs are presented in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Coefficient of friction and wear rate of UHMWPE attached to CoCrMo alloy and
Ta coatings

As shown in Figure 4.7 (left), UHMWPE residues were observed to be attached to the sample
surface. After cleaning the surface with ethanol, no wear was observed for all the Ta coatings and
CoCrMo alloy, as shown in Figure 4.7 (right). After wear testing, attachment of polyethylene onto
the coatings were observed and the Ta-4 had the most polyethylene debris attached to its surface.
Attachment of polyethylene has been previously reported, suggesting adhesive and abrasive wear
of the polyethylene [144,145]. Although the uncoated CoCrMo alloy displays less polyethylene
attached to its surface in comparison to the samples of Ta-1, Ta-2, Ta-3, and Ta-4; sample Ta-M
shows the lowest amount of polyethylene attached to its surface after wear testing. This can be
attributed to its low surface roughness and improved mechanical properties. The high cohesion
between sublayers also played a key role in the tribological performance of the Ta-M. Su et al.[146]
reported that bad cohesion between sublayers of a Ta multilayer coating deposited on Ti6Al4V
alloy led to poor anti-wear property when sliding against GCr15 chrome steel ball in dry conditions.
In the present study, coating Ta-M showed excellent adhesion and tribological properties when
sliding against UHMWPE balls. It has been reported that polyethylene wear debris can migrate
along with the implant and gradually accumulate in undesirable sites such as the pores of the
cortical and trabecular bones [147]. Therefore, the multilayer Ta coating is promising to reduce
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osteolysis in hip joint implants caused by polyethylene wear debris formation due to the reduction
of UHMWPE wear rate observed for coating Ta-M.

Figure 4.7: Wear surface morphologies before (left) and after cleaning (right) of a) CoCrMo,
b) Ta-1, c) Ta-2, d) Ta-3, e) Ta-4, and f) Ta-M

4.4.6 Electrochemical corrosion
Figure 4.8 presents the open-circuit potential (OCP) of the Ta coatings and uncoated CoCrMo
alloy as a function of time. The OCP stabilized after two hours for all the samples, indicating a
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state of equilibrium before polarization. Figure 4.8 also shows the tendency to corrode or the
corrosion susceptibility for each sample. The initial drop in the OCP can be attributed to an initial
attack of the corrosive media and possible access to microscopic defects on the substrate while the
increment and stabilization of Ta-1, Ta-M coatings, and uncoated CoCrMo alloy curves indicate
the formation of a passivation film on the surface of the samples [148].
The OCP of Ta-4 coating increased for the first 200 seconds, indicating the formation of a
passive layer, but subsequently fell due to corrosive attack during the activation process; after 3000
seconds, the OCP steadily stabilised for the remainder of the experiment. The Ta-3 coating's OCP
dropped for the first 1500 seconds, indicating a slow activation stage caused by localised corrosion
into the open pores shown in Figure 4.2, before stabilising for the rest of the OCP readings. In the
first 80 seconds, the OCP of Ta-2 coating decreased, but it immediately increased the rate of passive
layer production and oscillates slightly in the normalization of the OCP. The Ta-1 coating's OCP
grew steadily throughout the first 1400 seconds, indicating continuing development of the passive
layer until the OCP stabilised, indicating the activation and passivation rates were in equilibrium
and revealing a prevalent steady-state potential. The Ta-M coating followed a similar behaviour as
Ta-1 coating: OCP increase significantly at the beginning and stabilized after 2500 seconds,
implying a thicker passive layer than Ta-1. These results reveal that Ta-1 and Ta-M coatings are
promising for surface passivation. In approximately 350 seconds, the uncoated alloy formed the
passive layer, but corrosive attack prevented the OCP from rising. Post-passivation commenced
after 580 seconds, and the oscillation between the activation and passivation processes continued
until the test was completed. This suggests that the CoCrMo alloy's passive layer is less stable than
that of the Ta coatings, with a slower passivation rate.
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Figure 4.8: Open circuit potential of Ta coatings and CoCrMo alloy
Table 4.3 displays the electrochemical corrosion parameters derived from Tafel extrapolation
of the potentiodynamic polarization curves shown in Figure 4.9. Because it is proportional to the
flow of electrons during corrosion, the corrosion current density (icorr) is a reliable indicator of a
sample's corrosion resistance and rate. Thus, the lower the corrosion current density, the less the
corrosion occurs. Coating Ta-M displayed the lowest corrosion density value of 0.7 x 10-8 A/cm2
among all the samples, indicating the highest corrosion resistance. The corrosion potential (Ecorr)
indicates the potential required to initiate corrosion of the sample in the physiological saline
solution. The CoCrMo alloy displayed the highest Ecorr value of -0.217 V, followed by the Ta-1
and Ta-M coatings with Ecorr values of -0.332 V and -0.333 V, respectively. Table 3 also shows the
polarization resistance (Rp) or the oxidation resistance of the tested samples when an external
potential is applied [149]. The Rp of Ta-M coating was found to be 4 times higher than that of
CoCrMo alloy, indicating a much higher corrosion resistance. The corrosion resistance of Ta
coatings has been previously investigated by Liu et al. [10] and the results showed that β-Ta coating
was more corrosion resistant than α -Ta and uncoated Ti-6Al-4V alloy. When comparing Ta-1 and
Ta-2 coatings in this investigation, α-Ta showed higher corrosion resistance than β-Ta. The low
corrosion resistance of α-Ta in Ta-3 and Ta-4 coatings might be due to the presence of nanopores
shown in Figure 4.2. Similarly, Maeng et al. [150] reported that the corrosion resistance of α-Ta
and β-Ta coatings deposited on an AISI 4340 steel substrate is significantly dependent on the
porosity of the coatings, where the pores lead the steel substrate to be corroded. The surface
roughness can also influence the corrosion of the Ta coatings by providing more exposure area to
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the corrosive media. The Ta-4 coating displays the highest surface roughness and thus it is
reasonable that it shows the highest icorr values among the samples. It can be also observed that the
Ta-1 displays lower icorr values than the Ta-2, even though its surface roughness is 13 % higher
than that of the Ta-2 coating. The higher corrosion resistance of the Ta-1 coatings might be
attributed to their α-Ta phase , as it has been reported that α-Ta has higher corrosion resistance than
β-Ta [151,152].
Special consideration should be taken in choosing the lubricant for long-term tribocorrosion
testing. Water, saline (NaCl) solution, and bovine serum have been typically used as lubricants.
Water and saline solution are safe, of low cost, and have the key components of synovial fluid, and
thus have been widely used as lubricants instead of bovine serum. Nevertheless, water and saline
used for in vitro studies do not fully simulate the application conditions. For instance, polyethylene
clinical wear rates of 50mm3/year has been reported, whereas negligible wear was observed in
laboratory studies using water as a lubricant[153]. It was reported the polyethylene transferred to
the metallic counterface and could lower the coefficient of friction when protein was not added
into the saline solution [154]. Other studies have also indicated an increase in polyethylene wear
rate associated with high protein content, which was attributed to protein degradation [155,156].
Therefore, it is recommended using synovial fluid for long-term tribocorrosion testing in a hip joint
simulator in the future. The present research could only serve as a screening test for future testing.
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Figure 4.9: Polarization curves of Ta coatings and CoCrMo alloy
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Table 4.3: Electrochemical parameters obtained from Tafel fitting of polarization curves
Sample

Ecorr (V)

CoCrMo
Ta-1
Ta-2
Ta-3
Ta-4
Ta-M

-0.217
-0.332
-0.336
-0.406
-0.480
-0.333

icorr
(A/cm2)
1.8 x 10-8
1.1 x 10-8
6.8 x 10-8
9.0 x 10-8
16.4 x 10-8
0.7 x 10-8

βa
βc
(V/decade) (V/decade)
0.150
0.116
0.168
0.175
0.233
0.196
0.834
0.106
0.764
0.089
0.197
0.150

B
(V)
0.028
0.037
0.046
0.041
0.035
0.037

Rp
(ohm/cm2)
1.579
3.545
0.679
0.455
0.213
5.600

4.5 Conclusions
Ta coatings have been successfully deposited on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy by using RF
magnetron sputtering. Their structural, morphological, mechanical, tribological, and corrosive
properties were characterized by various techniques. The results showed that high purity α-Ta
coating can be deposited at working pressures of 0.3, 1.3, and 1.9 Pa with a hardness ranging from
8 GPa to 11 GPa and single phased β-Ta coating can be synthesized at a working pressure of 0.8
Pa with a hardness value of 21 GPa. A gradient multilayered Ta coating deposited by gradually
changing the pressure from 2 Pa to 0.3 Pa shows high adhesion to CoCrMo alloy. Because of its
unique structure, the multilayered coating achieved both high adhesion and high wear and corrosion
resistance. The multilayered coating can decrease the wear rate of UHMWPE balls and increase
the corrosion resistance of CoCrMo alloy. Due to those unique properties of the multilayered Ta
coating, it would be interesting to conduct a more detailed structural investigation using a
transmission electron microscope and to do a long-term tribocorrosion testing in a hip joint
simulator to confirm its potential to increase the service lifetime of artificial joint implants.
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Chapter 5: Wear and Corrosion Resistance of Nano-Crystalline Tantalum Nitride
Coatings deposited on CoCrMo Alloy for Hip Joint Applications
The information of this chapter has been published in Materials Characterization cited below,
and Copyright permission has been obtained and provided in the Appendix B.
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Contribution of the Ph.D. candidate:
Experiments were designed and conducted by Jesus Corona-Gomez under the supervision of
Dr. Qiaoqin Yang. Coatings fabrication, structural, mechanical, tribological characterization were
conducted by Jesus Corona-Gomez. Corrosion characterization of coatings was performed by Jesus
Corona-Gomez with the assistance of Tonye A. Jack. The manuscript was drafted by Jesus CoronaGomez with guidance and suggestions provided by Dr. Renfei Feng and Dr. Qiaoqin Yang.
Contribution of chapter 5 to the present Ph.D. research project:
Chapter 5 presents the investigation conducted on TaN coatings to improve the surface
properties of CoCrMo alloy for hip joint applications. The results of this chapter serve as a basis
to compare the performance of the metallic tantalum coatings presented in the previous chapter 4
and the tantalum nitride coatings presented in this chapter.
5.1 Abstract
Osteolysis is the resorption or removal of bone tissue, which is associated with the
accumulation of polyethylene particles and misalignment of hip joint implant components. The
mechanical properties, adhesion, tribological, and corrosive properties of single-layered tantalum
nitride (TaN) coatings on biomedical grade cobalt alloy were evaluated to determine the potential
of these coatings to prevent osteolysis in hip joint replacement applications. The TaN coatings were
deposited directly on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy disks using a hybrid system of Plasma
Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) and Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) at
different deposition temperatures. By increasing the deposition temperature from 350oC to 500oC,
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the mechanical properties and adhesion improved remarkably, without a significant change in the
crystal structure according to XRD and XPS results. The ball-on-disk wear testing results showed
that the wear rate of the polyethylene balls decreased by 5% when sliding against the TaN-500C
sample compared to sliding against the uncoated alloy and was 23% lower than the TaN-350C
sample. The electrochemical corrosion results indicated that the TaN coating deposited at 500oC is
about 15% more noble than the uncoated alloy, which allows the rapid formation of a protective
passive layer. These results suggest that TaN is a promising coating for CoCrMo alloy to improve
the lifetime of hip joint implants.
Keywords: Adhesion, Hardness, Tantalum Nitride, Coatings, CoCrMo, Hip joint implant.

5.2 Introduction
Biomedical grade ASTM F1537 CoCrMo alloy is widely used to fabricate the femoral head
which slides on the ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) liner of hip joint
implants [1,3,157]. The immature failure of the hip joint prosthesis is mainly due to the loosening
of the components caused by tribocorrosion from the alloy head [1,3,157,158]. Osteolysis is the
resorption or removal of the bone tissue, which is associated with the accumulation of polyethylene
particles in hip joint implants [63–65]. The removal of bone tissue leads to loosening and
misalignment of the hip joint components [66]. Coating the femoral head with hard and corrosion
resistant materials is one of the most promising techniques to increase the lifetime of hip joint
replacements [4–6]. Tantalum nitride (TaN) has drawn attention to coat the cobalt alloy due to its
biocompatibility [25–27], high corrosion resistance [28–32], and suitable mechanical properties
for wear-resistant applications [33–35]. The mechanical properties and adhesion of TaN coatings
have been previously investigated on different substrates. Amorphous (a), crystalline (c), and a
multilayered film with alternative a-TaN/c-TaN were deposited on AISI 420 substrates [33]. The
single-layered c-TaN film showed the highest hardness value of 21 GPa, albeit with severe
cracking, chipping, and delamination. In another study, a tantalum (Ta) interlayer was deposited
between the TaN coating and carbide milling insert [35]. The Ta/TaN coating showed evident
delamination indicating poor adhesion. Another study reported a Ta/TaN coating deposited on
CrMoV alloy [36], with a Vickers hardness value of 12.93 GPa increasing from 9.02 GPa for the
single-layered TaN coating and improved adhesion. TaN coatings were also deposited on WCCo
alloy and their structure was characterized but without evaluation of adhesion and mechanical
properties [37]. More recently, three samples with two, four, and eight layers of CrN/CrCN/TaN
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were deposited on CoCrMo alloy [38]. The best adhesion was found on the 8 layered coatings
(Cr/CrN/CrCN/CrN/CrCN/CrN/CrCN/TaN) with a hardness value of 60 GPa. Nevertheless,
cohesive failures and abrasive grooves were observed on the wear tracks after pin-on-disc wear
testing. Therefore, careful consideration should be taken for the formation of abrasive particles
with 60 GPa hardness. Furthermore, the amount of chromium (Cr) in the 8 layer coating should be
carefully contemplated as Cr6+ and Cr3+ have been found to be severely toxic for the body [159–
163]. Nevertheless, to the best knowledge of the authors, single-layer TaN coatings have not been
yet deposited on CoCrMo alloy and characterized. The present research aims to demonstrate for
the first time that TaN can be deposited directly on biomedical grade cobalt alloy with high
adhesion, excellent mechanical properties, and reduced wear rates of the polyethylene counterpart,
which is promising for further testing for hip joint applications.
5.3 Experimental details
5.3.1 TaN coatings deposition
Biomedical grade ASTM F1537 CoCrMo alloy disks were successively ground with silicon
carbide abrasive papers and polished with diamond suspensions. After polishing, a mirror-like
surface was achieved with an average RMS surface roughness of 0.16 ± 0.03 µm. Samples were
then ultrasonic cleaned in ethanol for 30 minutes, wiped with acetone dipped paper, and dried with
a heat gun. The dried disks were then inserted onto the substrate holder in the deposition chamber
and the chamber was pumped to a background pressure of 9.4x10-7 Torr. The cobalt substrates
were further cleaned with an argon plasma for 30 minutes before deposition. TaN coatings were
then synthesized directly on the cobalt alloys using a hybrid system of Plasma Enhanced Chemical
Vapor Deposition (PECVD) and Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) at 350oC, 400 oC, 450 oC, and
500 oC, respectively. A 99.9% pure Ta target with a diameter of 76.2 mm was used to deposit TaN
films. The deposition pressure was kept at 10 mTorr with a constant argon (Ar) and nitrogen (N)
flow rate of 80 standard cubic centimeter per minute (sccm) and 5 sccm, respectively. Radio
frequency (RF) sputtering was used for deposition. RF power of 200 W was applied to the Ta target
for a deposition time of one hour. After TaN deposition, samples were cooled down to ambient
temperature by thermal conduction to the surroundings in the deposition chamber before the
chamber was brought to atmospheric pressure and the samples were taken out for characterization.

5.3.2 Characterization of TaN coatings
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The phase composition and crystalline structure of the TaN coatings were investigated using a
Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer. A copper target with a wavelength of 1.54056Å was used
at 40 kV and 44 mA. θ-2θ scans were carried out with a step size of 0.02 degrees. The chemical
composition and bonding state of the coatings were characterized using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Before collecting XPS data, all samples were argon sputtered to remove the
surface contaminants. Stress analysis was also performed by measuring the curvature of silicon
wafers (100) before and after deposition and using the Stoney equation [164]:

𝜎=

𝐸𝑠

ℎ𝑠 2

6(1−𝑣𝑠) ℎ𝑓

1

1

(𝑅 − 𝑅𝑜)

(5.1)

where Es, vs, and hs is the Young’s modulus, the Poisson’s ratio, and the thickness of the silicon
substrate; hf is the thickness of the coating, Ro and R are the curvature radii of the sample before
and after deposition, respectively. The biaxial elastic modulus Es of the silicon wafer (100) plane
is 181 GPa. [165]. The substrate thickness hs is 381 µm. An optical profilometer, New View 8000
model, manufactured by Zygo Corp., was used for curvature measurements. The thickness of the
TaN coatings was measured by using a field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM)
SU8010 fabricated by Hitachi High-Tech Corp.
The mechanical properties of the TaN coatings were measured using nanoindentation with a
Berkovich indenter at 3 mN load on a Universal Materials Tester (UMT) manufactured by Center
for Tribology (CETR) Inc. The depth of the indentations was less than 10% of the coating thickness
to avoid the effect of the substrate and more than 20 times the surface roughness to reduce the
uncertainty of the testing. The adhesion quality of the TaN coatings on CoCrMo alloy was
evaluated using the Daimler-Benz Rockwell-C adhesion test Verein-Deutscher-Ingenieure (VDI)
3198 [105]. Inspection of the indentations was conducted using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) JSM-6010LV manufactured by Jeol Corp.
Tribological properties were evaluated using the UTM in a ball-on-disk configuration
considering the ASTM F732-17 and ASTM G133-05 standards [106,107]. Ultra-high molecular
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) balls of 4mm diameter were immersed in 0.9% (w/v) sodium
chloride (NaCl) solution, also known as physiological saline solution, which is similar to the
sodium concentration in human blood and tears. The polyethylene balls were slid on the coated and
uncoated CoCrMo disks at a constant load of 10 N in a linear reciprocal movement mode. The
constant displacement length of the linear movement was 2.5 mm, the speed of one reciprocation
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was 5mm/sec, and the motion continued for 10,000 seconds, resulting in a total number of linear
reciprocations of 10,000. The volume loss and wear rate of the polyethylene balls were determined
by evaluating the worn area using an optical microscope interfaced with the PAX-it image analysis
software. The wear rate of the tested polyethylene balls was calculated with the following
formula[106]:

𝑊=

𝑉

(5.2)

2𝐿𝑆𝑁

where L is the applied load (N); S is the sliding length (m), N is the total number of
reciprocations, and V is the volume lost from the polyethylene balls (mm3) calculated from the
worn areas as:

𝑉=

𝜋ℎ
6

(

3𝐷 2
4

+ ℎ2 )

(5.3)

where h is the height of the worn spherical cap (mm) and D is the scar diameter of the worn
polyethylene ball (mm). The value of h is calculated as:

ℎ = R − (R2 −

D2
4

1/2

)

(5.4)

where R is the original ball radius (mm); these calculations are in accordance with ASTM G1305 [107].
The electrochemical corrosion resistance of the TaN coatings and bare substrate was evaluated
using the potentiodynamic polarization technique, in accordance with the G59 ASTM standard
[108]. Electrochemical sample masks were used to define a working area of 1 cm2 on the substrates.
This area was subjected to a physiological solution of 0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride (NaCl). The
TaN coatings and the bare substrate were connected as the working electrode during the successive
tests, a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) functioned as the reference electrode, and a graphite rod
was used as the counter electrode. The working area of the samples was exposed to the
physiological solution for at least two hours permitting a stable state condition for the open circuit
potential to be attained, before commencing polarization. Tafel curves were plotted during the
potentiodynamic polarization tests by applying electrical potential in the range of ±0.250 V against
the open circuit potential (Eoc), with a sweep rate of 5x10-4 V/s on a GAMRY Interface1000
electrochemical analyzer. All electrochemical measurements were carried out at room temperature.
Fitting of the Tafel curves was conducted with the GAMRY ECHEM software using the linear
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components of the curves to determine the corrosion current density (icorr) and corrosion potential
(Ecorr).
The polarization resistance (Rp) was calculated with the following equation[108]:

𝑅𝑝 =

𝐵
𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟

(5.5)

where, B is the Stern-Geary constant and icorr is the corrosion current density.

𝐵=

𝛽𝑎 𝛽𝑐
2.303 (𝛽𝑎+𝛽𝑐)

(5.6)

where βa and βc are the slopes of the anodic and cathodic reactions, respectively, as defined
in ASTM 59-57 [36].
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Composition, bonding states, and crystalline structure
The XRD patterns of TaN coatings deposited at various temperatures are shown in Figure 5.1.
For all TaN samples, two prominent peaks at 36o and 42o fit well with cubic TaN (111) and (200),
respectively. Characteristic peaks of the CoCrMo alloy appear at 44o, 46o, and 51o. The peaks at
60o and 73o correspond to cubic TaN (220) and (311), correspondingly. A weak peak at 76o of TaN
(222) can be seen in the TaN samples. And the TaN peaks shifted to a slightly lower angle with a
greater interplanar spacing (d) value for samples deposited at 350 oC and 400 oC, indicating residual
stress in the coatings, which may be due to the high levels of defects at the lower deposition
temperatures. The XRD peaks of TaN coatings are all broadened, although those deposited at 350
o

C and 400 oC are wider than those fabricated at 450 oC and 500 oC. The broadening of the XRD

peaks is attributed to the nanocrystalline structure and the residual stresses in the coatings. The
Scherrer equation was used to calculate the grain size for all of the samples [166] after subtracting
the instrument broadening. For samples deposited at 350oC, 400oC, 450oC, and 500oC, the average
grain size is 5.2 ± 1.4 nm, 5.6 ± 2.1 nm, 10.0 ± 2.3 nm, and 12.3 ± 3.8 nm, respectively. These
grains are finer than the 200 nm reported for TaN coatings with CrN and CrCN interlayers [38]
deposited at a lower deposition pressure of 0.33 Pa with a bias voltage of -100 V. The low
deposition pressure and high bias voltage indicate their deposition conditions involved higher level
of ion energy than that for the present research. In another study, the average grain size of fcc TaN
nanocrystals is between 5 and 10 nm [167] when an Ar/N pressure ratio of 16 and a bias voltage
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of 10 V were used. In the present research, an Ar/N flow gas ratio of 16 and a deposition pressure
of 1.3 Pa were used with no bias. As this pressure of 1.3 Pa is higher than 0.3 Pa, therefore the ion
energy would be lower due to the loss of energy in collision with atoms and ions in the plasma
comparing with the deposition of TaN reported by Bahce et al. [38]. It has been reported ion energy
is one of the dominant factors that affect the formation of fcc TaN. Low ion energy cannot provide
sufficient energy to overcome the energetic threshold for N2 dissociation [168] and for adatom’s
motion on the surface, and would result in cubic TaN with no preferred orientations [169] while
high ion energy of 30 eV or above leads to a mixture of the cubic and the hexagonal TaN phases
[169]. Therefore, the formation of nanocrystalline fcc TaN coatings with randomly orientated
grains in the present research are probably due to the relative low energy of ions and the relatively
low mobility of adatoms.

Figure 5.1: XRD of TaN coatings deposited on Cobalt alloy
Figure 5.2 shows the XPS survey spectra of the deposited samples. The spectra indicate that
the samples consist primarily of Ta and N with low content of oxygen (O) and carbon (C). The low
amount of carbon detected is typically caused by a hydrocarbon layer that covers the sample surface
[170,171]. The presence of oxygen may be due to the minor contamination in the chamber during
the deposition as well as impurities in the nitrogen gas used, which is not completely pure. The
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absence of oxides and carbide peaks in Figure 5.1 confirms that the level of O and C in the coatings
is very low.

Figure 5.2: Survey X-ray photoemission spectra of TaN coatings deposited at different
temperatures

Figure 5.3 depicts the high-resolution XPS spectra for the Ta 4f region. All the samples have
the characteristic doublet of the Ta4f5/2 and Ta4f7/2 components at 23.6 ± 0.2 eV and 25.6 ± 0.2 eV,
respectively. These binding energies are consistent with previous studies in which the doublets
confirmed the TaN structure [32,172,173]. Figure 5.3 lacks the binding energy of 21.9 eV for
metallic Ta [174], implying the formation of high purity TaN in the coatings, which is consistent
with the XRD data in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.3 indicates a spin-orbit splitting of 2 eV of Ta4f5/2 and
Ta4f7/2, which is greater than the 1.8 eV spin-orbit splitting reported for metallic Ta [174]. The
stretching of the orbital Ta4f when Ta and N are bonded accounts for the small increase in binding
energy between the Ta-N doublets.
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Figure 5.3: X-ray photoemission spectra of Ta4f region

The Ta4p/N1s spectra are included in Figure 5.4. The average binding energy for N1s and
Ta4p3/2 bands is observed at 396.8 ± 0.1 eV and 402.4 ± 0.2 eV, respectively. Tantalum’s chemical
state is Ta+5 based on the binding energy of the Ta4f5/2 and Ta4f7/2 peaks. The XPS spectra of the
coatings after 2 min of argon sputtering at 4 keV show that the coatings consist of Ta, N and O, the
atomic ratio of the coatings is Ta1.2N based on the peak areas of the Ta4f and N1s, and Ta exists as
Ta+5 based on the binding energies of the Ta4f5/2 and Ta4f7/2. Those results indicate that there are
no metallic Ta on the coating surface and the excess of un-nitrided Ta atoms might have been
oxidized in the air to form Ta2O5. Due to the fact that no oxide peaks appeared on XRD spectra, it
can be assumed that the formation of Ta2O5 is only on the very surface due to the exposure in air.
In the present research, it has also been observed that all the TaN coatings deposition at
temperature ranging from 350oC to 500oC are cubic TaN, indicating deposition temperature is not
the key factor affecting the crystal structure of TaN coatings. It has been reported that Ar/N ratio
plays a key factor on the formation of cubic TaN [167]. In another study an Ar/N gas flow ratio of
10 resulted in TaN0.7 [175]. Various phases of TaNx coatings, including bcc Ta, Ta2N, cubic TaN,
and orthorhombic Ta3N5, have been reported at N/Ar ratios ranging from 0 to 0.4 [176–178].
Therefore, it is reasonable that all the TaN coatings prepared in the present research are of cubic
TaN because the Ar/N ratio was kept at constant when varying the deposition temperature. Surely,
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the deposition temperature plays important role in controlling the microstructure of the coatings,
e.g. porosity and grain size, as observed in the present study.

Figure 5.4: X-ray photoemission spectra of N1s region

5.4.2 Morphology
The high-resolution cross-sectional SEM images from the TaN coatings are shown in Figure
5.5. The TaN coatings synthesized at 350oC exhibit a fine grain columnar structure, whereas
granular growth is found at 500oC. The thickness of the TaN-350C sample assessed in SEM images
is 412 ± 3 nm, while the TaN-500C sample is 301 ± 3 nm thick. The deposition rates for TaN350C, TaN-400C, TaN-450C, and TaN-500C samples were estimated to be 0.41 µm/h, 0.38 µm/h,
0.35 µm/h, and 0.30 µm/h, respectively based on SEM thickness measurements. High deposition
temperatures are known to increase adatom surface mobility during deposition [179], resulting in
denser surface morphology, as illustrated in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: SEM cross-section images of a) TaN-350C, and b) TaN-500C
As the nanostructural features observed in SEM images are in the same order as calculated by
XRD, those features can be reasonably referred as grains in this session. We can see that all TaN
coatings exhibit well-defined grain boundaries and fine crystallites. The TaN film deposited at
350oC displays fine grains with nanopores randomly distributed along the surface (Figure 5.6a).
As the deposition temperature increases to 400oC, the formation of a denser structure reduces the
distribution of nanopores (see Figure 5.6b). As shown in Figure 5.6c, the coating is dense and
uniform at 450oC, with slightly increased grain size and no nanopores. Figure 5.6d shows a
homogeneously distributed mixture of fine and large grains in the film. For the purpose of
mechanical, adhesive, tribological, and corrosive characterization, a new set of thicker samples
with a thickness of approximately 1.2 microns were deposited for a deposition time of 4 hours.
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Figure 5.6: Top view SEM images of a) TaN-350C, b) TaN-400C, c) TaN-450C, and d) TaN500C
5.4.3 Mechanical Properties
The hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E) of TaN coatings are presented in Table 5.1. The
TaN-350C and TaN-400C samples exhibited hardness values of 16 and 15 GPa, respectively. High
hardness values of 27 GPa and 28 GPa were observed for TaN samples deposited at 450°C and
500°C, respectively. As the deposition temperature increases from 350oC to 500oC, the hardness
of the TaN coatings increases from 47 % to 71 % higher than that of the uncoated alloy. The TaN450C and TaN-500C coatings displayed hardness values 44 % higher than those of the TaN-350C
and TaN-400C coatings. This suggests that the hardness of TaN coatings increases significantly
when deposition temperature increases from 400oC to 450oC, which might be related to the
significant increase of grain size from 5.6 nm for TaN-400C coating to 10 nm for TaN-450C
coating. The correlation of hardness with the grain size indicates that the Hall-Petch effect might
be inverse when grain size is lower than 10 nm, where the transition from dislocation to grain
boundary mediated mechanisms occurs [180,181].The increase in hardness can be attributed to the
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nanocrystalline structure and higher density of the coatings as the temperature increases (Figure
5.6). The Young’s modulus of the TaN coatings also increased as the deposition temperature
increased as seen in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Hardness and Young’s modulus of TaN coatings
Sample
CoCrMo
TaN-350C
TaN-400C
TaN-450C
TaN-500C

H=Hardness
(GPa)
8±1
16 ± 1
15 ± 1
27 ± 2
28 ± 1

E=Young’s Modulus
(GPa)
259 ± 22
277 ± 26
255 ± 25
319 ± 30
314 ± 22

H/E
0.03
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.09

Although the Young's modulus of the TaN coatings deposited at 350oC and 400oC was lower
than that of the coatings deposited at higher temperatures, the mechanical characteristics of the
samples with lower deposition temperature were enhanced in comparison to the uncoated substrate,
as shown in Table 5.1 by increased H/E ratios. The H/E ratio has been used to estimate the
durability of a coating in terms of its elastic strain to failure capacity for wear resistance
applications—the higher the H/E ratio, the greater the resistance to wear. The H/E ratio of TaN
coatings improved as the deposition temperature increased. The nanocrystalline structure of the
coatings has a significant impact on the mechanical characteristics. It has been reported that the
hardness of a material rises when the grain size is in the tens of nanometers range [182].This is
known as the Hall-Petch effect [137,138], where the amount of dislocation barriers decreases as
the grain size decreases. In contrast, in situ observations with a transmission electron microscope
(TEM) observations have shown that the grain boundary shear is the prominent mechanism for
nanocrystalline nickel samples with an average grain size of 9.7 ± 3.9 nm [180]. Similarly, TEM
images of iron showed the tilting of grain boundary as a deformation mechanism in nanocrystalline
iron under severe plastic deformation by mechanical milling [183]. This deformation mechanism
transition from dislocation mediated to grain boundary mediated suggests a crossover from the
Hall-Petch to its inverse effect where a reduction of hardness is expected in materials with grain
sizes from 10 to 50nm [180,181]. Nevertheless, the deformation mechanism of TaN is different
from metals. Reported works show that the nanocrystalline structure can increase the hardness of
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nitrides and carbides [184–186]. The residual stress of the TaN coatings is displayed in Figure 5.7.
Tensile stress is significantly reduced (by 67%) on the 500oC TaN sample as compared to the 400oC
TaN sample. The XRD peak shifting to lower angles in Figure 5.1 can be seen to be more evident
for the 400oC TaN sample, indicating higher tensile stress, which is consistent with the results
presented in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Residual Stress of TaN coatings

5.4.4 Adhesion

Figure 5.8 shows SEM images of Rockwell C indentations and their surroundings. This serves
as an indication of the adhesion of the coatings to the substrate according to the standard DaimlerBenz Rockwell-C testing [28]. The TaN-350C sample exhibits radial cracking inside and around
the imprint, with severe delamination of the coating, corresponding to HF6 adhesion strength
quality as defined in the VDI3198 guideline; this is considered an unacceptable failure due to its
severe delamination. Severe delamination also indicates high brittleness and low fracture toughness
of the coating. The TaN-400C sample also displays radial cracking and partial spallation; however,
it is not as severe as the TaN-350C sample. Although TaN-400C presents unacceptable failure
(HF5 adhesion strength quality per VDI3198), the film's adhesion improves as the deposition
temperature rises. The TaN-450C and TaN-500C samples show an adhesive strength quality of
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HF1, indicating sufficient adhesion for various applications. It is evident that the adhesion of TaN
coatings to the CoCrMo alloy substrate improves significantly as the deposition temperature
increases.

Figure 5.8: SEM images after Rockwell C indentation of a) TaN-350C b) TaN-400C, c) TaN450C, and d) TaN-500C

5.4.5 Tribological properties
Figure 5.9 shows the arithmetical mean deviation (Sa) and root mean squared (Sq) roughness
of the coated and uncoated samples. Figure 5.9 indicates that both Sa and Sq roughness decrease
with an increase in the deposition temperature of TaN coatings. Specifically, the Sa surface
roughness of the TaN coatings decreases 20 % as the deposition temperature increases from 350oC
to 500oC. This is due to the enhancement of adatoms surface migration as the deposition
temperature increases [179], which increases surface coverage and facilitates uniform growth of
the coating. This is confirmed by SEM micrographs in Figure 5.6, which show a more compact
and denser surface for the TaN coatings as the deposition temperature increases. The lowest Sa and
Sq roughness values are 1.32 ± 0.05 nm and 1.51 ± 0.16 nm, which correspond to the TaN-500C
and CoCrMo alloy, respectively, as measured in a surface area of 335 µm 2. Lower surface
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roughness is advantageous in hip joint and knee implants as well as other wear-resistant
applications.
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Figure 5.9: Sa and Sq roughness of CoCrMo alloy and TaN coatings
The wear rate of UHMWPE balls and the coefficient of friction (COF) of the TaN coatings and
bare alloy sliding against UHMWPE balls are presented in Figure 5.10. The TaN-500C coating and
the uncoated alloy displayed the lowest COF value of 0.11 ± 0.03 for both samples. Interestingly,
the COF also decreases as the deposition temperature increases for the TaN coatings. This can be
attributed to the lower surface roughness and higher hardness of the TaN coatings presented above.
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Figure 5.10: Coefficient of friction and wear rate of UHMWPE attached to CoCrMo alloy
and TaN coatings

Figure 5.10 also shows that the wear rate of the polyethylene decreased as the deposition
temperature of the TaN coating increased. No wear was observed for the TaN coatings. The lowest
wear rate of the polyethylene was observed on the TaN-500C sample, which is 5% lower than the
uncoated alloy and 23% lower than the TaN-350C sample. The reduction of UHMWPE wear on
the TaN-500C sample surface might be due to its lower surface roughness and higher H/E ratio.
Furthermore, SEM micrographs of the TaN-500C sample and Co alloy surfaces after wear testing,
and optical micrographs of the worn surface of the polyethylene balls are presented in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Wear surface morphologies before (left) and after cleaning (middle) of CoCrMo
and TaN-500C, and wear surface of polyethylene balls (right) sliding against CoCrMo and TaN500C
As shown in Figure 5.11 (left), UHMWPE residues were attached to the surface of the cobalt
alloy and TaN-500C coating. After cleaning the surface with ethanol, no noticeable wear was
observed for the TaN coating under the testing conditions, but a small scratch remained on CoCrMo
alloy, as shown in Figure 5.11 (middle). Polyethylene attachment has previously been documented,
implying adhesive and abrasive wear of the polyethylene [144,145]. The TaN-500C coating had a
smaller amount of polyethylene attached to its surface after wear testing than the cobalt alloy. This
can be attributed to its lower roughness and improved mechanical properties. The worn surface of
the polyethylene balls is also shown in Figure 5.11 (right). The radius of the TaN-500C worn
surface area is 558 ±7 mm, according to the PAX-it image analysis programme, while the radius
of the uncoated alloy's counterpart is 569 ± 5 mm, which is approximately 2% higher than the TaN500C coating. The reduction of polyethylene wear is crucial to the extension of the life of hip joint
implants as polyethylene wear debris can migrate and accumulate in undesirable places such as the
porosity of the cortical and trabecular bones [147] and lymph nodes [187]. Additionally, the
reduction of UHMWPE wear rate observed on the TaN-500C sample indicates TaN coatings are
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promising to reduce osteolysis in hip joint implants caused by polyethylene wear debris formation
[188].

5.4.6 Electrochemical corrosion
Figure 5.12 shows the open circuit potential (OCP) of the coated and uncoated samples as a
function of time. The OCP stabilized after two hours for all the samples, indicating a state of
equilibrium before polarization. Figure 5.12 also shows the tendency to corrode or the corrosion
susceptibility for each sample. The initial drop in the OCP of the coatings can be attributed to an
initial attack of the corrosive media and possible access to microscopic defects on the substrate,
while the increment and stabilization of the curves indicate the formation of a passivation film on
the surface of the samples [148]. The TaN-500C sample displayed a decrease in the first 2500
seconds of the OCP testing, but then the OCP quickly stabilizes, indicating the equilibrium of the
activation and passivation rates, and showing a prevailing steady-state potential. This resulted in a
highly resistant surface passivation behavior. On the other hand, the uncoated alloy initially took
approximately 400 seconds to form the passive layer, but then the corrosive attack prevented the
increase in the OCP. Post-passivation started at about 500 seconds, and the oscillation between
activation and passivation process continued until the end of the test. The TaN-500C sample is the
most stable in terms of passivation and the most noble based on the higher magnitude of the OCP.
Also, it is observed that the tendency to corrode reduces with the increase in deposition
temperature, with the TaN film deposited at 500oC having the noblest OCP. Although this does not
solely determine the kinetics of corrosion, it gives a good insight into the initial behavior of the
TaN coatings and of the bare substrate in the physiological solution.
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Figure 5.12: Open circuit potential of TaN coatings and CoCrMo alloy

The potentiodynamic polarization curves are presented in Figure 5.13, while Table 5.2 shows
the electrochemical corrosion parameters obtained from the Tafel extrapolation of the
potentiodynamic curves as displayed in Figure 5.13. The corrosion current density (icorr) is an
indicator of a sample's corrosion resistance and corrosion rate because it is related to the flow of
electrons during corrosion. Thus, for a given combination of materials, the lower the corrosion
current density, the lower corrosion takes place. The bare alloy and the TaN-500C coating
displayed the lowest corrosion densities among all the samples. This indicates that the TaN-500C
sample has the highest corrosion resistance among the TaN coatings but is slightly lower than the
CoCrMo alloy. The corrosion potential (Ecorr) expresses the potential required to start corrosion of
the sample in the physiological saline solution. The TaN-500C sample displayed the highest Ecorr
value, indicating a more noble corrosion potential than the other samples and 15% more noble than
the uncoated alloy. This is in good agreement with the findings of Liu et al., where the TaN coating
displayed more noble behavior than TiN coating and AISI 316L stainless steel [29]. Table 5.3 also
shows the polarization resistance (Rp) or the oxidation resistance of the tested samples when an
external potential is applied [149]. The Rp of the CoCrMo alloy was found to be 16% higher than
the TaN-500C sample, indicating a higher corrosion resistance. However, there is only a slight
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difference between the polarization resistance of the TaN-500C sample and the CoCrMo alloy.
This variation can be explained in terms of the initial growth of the passive layer. In Figure 5.12,
the OCP of the CoCrMo alloy slowly increases in the activation and passivation process from 500
seconds to 7200 seconds. The gradual but continued increment of the OCP can be related to the
increased passivation with time [189]. Meanwhile, the OCP of the TaN-500C is stable from 2500
to 7200 seconds which shows a stable passivation. The behavior is different in the potentiodynamic
polarization testing, where the self-repair ability of the passive layer of the TaN-500C coating
during dissolution is lower than the uncoated alloy. Due to the excellent wear resistance behavior
of the TaN coatings and low polyethylene wear rate of the counterpart, it is recommended to further
study the TaN coatings in a hip joint simulator to analyze the tribocorrosion performance and their
potential to reduce osteolysis in hip joint arthroplasty.
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Figure 5.13: Polarization curves of TaN coatings and CoCrMo alloy
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Table 5.2: Electrochemical parameters obtained from Tafel fitting of polarization curves
Sample

Ecorr (V)

CoCrMo
TaN-350C
TaN-400C
TaN-450C
TaN-500C

-0.217
-0.263
-0.237
-0.213
-0.184

icorr
(A/cm2)
1.8 x 10-8
7.4 x 10-8
7.5 x 10-8
10.7 x 10-8
3.1 x 10-8

βa
βc
(V/decade) (V/decade)
0.150
0.116
0.469
0.125
0.402
0.131
0.667
0.121
0.461
0.116

B
(V)
0.028
0.043
0.043
0.045
0.040

Rp
(ohm/cm2)
1.579
0.579
0.573
0.418
1.318

5.5 Conclusions
TaN coatings have been effectively fabricated on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy by using
hybrid Vapor Deposition. The results show that nanosrystalline cubic TaN can be deposited at
temperatures ranging from 350oC to 500oC, and its nano-hardness increases from 16 GPa to 28
GPa as the temperature increases in this range. The nanocrystalline structure of the TaN coatings
is confirmed by X-ray diffractograms and SEM micrographs. The TaN coatings deposited at 450oC
and 500oC exhibit high adhesion strength on CoCrMo alloy. Although the polarization resistance
of the CoCrMo alloy was 16% higher than that of the TaN-500C sample, the TaN-500C coating
certainly compensates for this difference with much improved hardness and Young’s modulus, and
a lower UHMWPE wear rate, which can reduce the osteolysis caused by UHMWPE wear debris
and potentially extend the lifetime of artificial hip joint implants.
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Chapter 6: Wear and Corrosion Behaviour of Nanocrystalline TaZrN Coatings
deposited on Biomedical Grade CoCrMo Alloy

The content of this chapter has been published in Mechanical Behavior of Biomedical
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Experiments were designed and conducted by Jesus Corona-Gomez under the supervision of
Dr. Qiaoqin Yang. Coatings fabrication and characterization were conducted by Jesus CoronaGomez. SEM–energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) elemental maps of TaZrN coatings
were taken by Jesus Corona-Gomez with the assistance of Ketan K. Sandhi. The manuscript was
drafted by Jesus Corona-Gomez with guidance and suggestions provided by Dr. Qiaoqin Yang.
Contribution of chapter 6 to the present Ph.D. research project:
Chapter 6 presents the investigation conducted on TaZrN coatings to improve the surface
properties of CoCrMo alloy for hip joint applications. The results of this chapter serve as a basis
to compare the performance of the Ta coatings presented in the previous chapter 4 and the TaN
coatings presented in chapter 5.
6.1 Abstract
TaZrN coatings were synthesized directly on biomedical grade CoCrMo using radio-frequency
magnetron co-sputtering. The mechanical properties, adhesion, wear, and corrosion resistance of
the TaZrN coatings on the Cobalt alloy were assessed to determine their potential for hip joint
replacement applications. The results indicate the TaZrN coatings are highly adhesive and have a
nanocrystalline structure with a Hardness and Young’s modulus of 19 GPa and 297 GPa,
respectively. The TaZrN coatings showed a 3% lower wear rate of the polyethylene counterpart
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and an icorr value 274 times lower than the uncoated CoCrMo alloy. The excellent wear and
corrosion resistance of the TaZrN coating suggest that it is a promising coating material for
CoCrMo alloy to improve the lifetime of hip joint implants.

Keywords: Wear, Corrosion, Tantalum, Zirconium, Nitrides, Coatings, CoCrMo, Hip joint implant.

6.2 Introduction
ASTM F1537 Cobalt Chromium Molybdenum (CoCrMo) alloy has been widely employed in
the fabrication of the femoral head that slides on the ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) liner in hip joint implants [1,3,157]. The undesirable failure of the hip joint prosthesis
is often due to component loosening driven by tribocorrosion and the resulting ion release from
the alloy head [1,3,157,158]. Osteolysis, or loss of bone tissue, is attributed to the aggregation of
polyethylene particles in hip joint implants [63–65]. The loss of bone tissue causes the hip joint
components to loosen and misalign [66]. One of the most viable approaches for extending the life
of hip joint replacements is to coat the femoral head with wear and corrosion-resistant materials
[4–6].
TaZrN coatings are potential coating materials for hip replacement applications due to their high
hardness [39–42] and wear resistance [41]. TaZrN coatings deposited on silicon wafers showed a
hardness of 30 GPa or above [39,40,42] and good electronic and optical properties [43]. Although
cracks and buckles were observed on the TaZrN coatings deposited on silicon substrates after
annealing at 600 oC [40], the high hardness makes these coatings attractive for wear-resistant
applications. Hernandez et al. [41] deposited a single layered TaZrN and a multilayer
TaZrN/TaZr/TaZrN coating on commercial AISI-316L stainless steel with a hardness value of 18
GPa and 24 GPa, respectively. Both the coatings showed a similar wear resistance under a load of
0.5 N, but the multilayered coating demonstrated a lower wear rate under a load of 1N when sliding
against Al2O3 pins in dry conditions. Those studies suggest that TaZrN based coatings can be very
hard and biocompatible and are promising for joint implant applications. Nevertheless, TaZrN
coatings have not been deposited on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloys and their wear and corrosion
resistance have not been investigated for joint applications. Here we report on the deposition of
TaZrN coatings on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy substrate and their wear and corrosive
properties in simulated body fluids for hip joint applications.
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6.3 Experimental details
6.3.1 Coatings deposition
ASTM F1537 CoCrMo alloy disks of 1-inch diameter were consecutively ground with silicon
carbide sandpapers from US#500 to #1200 and polished with diamond suspension from 9 µm to 1
µm using a Struers Labopol-5 automated polishing machine. Following this grinding and polishing,
CoCrMo samples were further polished with silica suspension on a porous neoprene cloth until a
mirror-like finish was obtained. The average surface roughness (Sa) of those polished CoCrMo
disks determined by a Zygo New View 8000 optical profilometer over a surface area of 335 µm2
is 1.51 ± 0.16 nm. Before the CoCrMo disks put into the substrate holder for coating deposition,
they were ultrasonically cleaned for 30 minutes with ethanol, wiped with acetone dipped paper,
and dried with a heat gun. After the alloy disks were introduced into the chamber and a base
pressure of 2.4x10-7 Pa was achieved, the substrate holder was heated to 110oC to further dry the
substrates. Prior to deposition, the alloy surface was cleaned with argon (Ar) plasma for 40 minutes
at room temperature using a negative RF substrate bias of 240 V at an Ar pressure of 1.3 Pa.
TaZrN coating were then deposited for 3 hours directly on the CoCrMo alloy disks using a
magnetron sputtering system made by Plasmionique Inc. [190] with Ta and Zr targets of a diameter
of 76.2 mm and a purity of 99.9%. The deposition parameters are summarized in Table 1. After
deposition, the substrate heating was turned off and the coated samples were cooled down to
ambient temperature inside the chamber under vacuum. When the substrate holder reached ambient
temperature, the chamber was vented to atmospheric pressure, and the samples were collected for
characterisation.

Table 6.1: Deposition parameters for TaZrN coatings
Sample

Temperature
(oC)

Pressure
(Pa)

TaZrN

430

1.3

Ta
power
(W)
200

Zr
power
(W)
200

Ar flow
rate
(sccm)
55

N2
flow rate
(sccm)
22

6.3.2 Characterization
To examine the crystal structure of the deposited coatings, X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was
performed using a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer at 40 kV and 44 mA with a copper target
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(wavelength 1.5406 Å). The scans had a step size of 0.02 degrees and started from 20 to 90 degrees.
A multifunctional adapter was placed to perform grazing incidence angle diffraction.
The chemical composition and bonding state of the coatings were analyzed by using a Kratos
AXIS Supra X-Ray Photoemission Spectrometer equipped with Al Kα (1486.6 eV) X-Ray source
and an integrated monoatomic Ar+ source to clean-sputter the surface of the sample before
collecting the high-resolution spectra. The elemental composition of the TaZrN coatings was
examined by using an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 mm2 Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) EnergyDispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS). The thickness and morphology of the coatings were
inspected using a Hitachi SU8010 field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM)
operated with an acceleration voltage of 3 kV.
The hardness and Young’s modulus of the coatings were determined using a Berkovich-type
indenter at 3 mN load on a NA-2 nano-indenter made by the Center for Tribology (CETR) Inc. The
Verein-Deutscher-Ingenieure (VDI) 3198 standard [105] was used to examine the adhesion quality
of the coatings on CoCrMo alloy using the Daimler-Benz Rockwell-C tester. The imprints
following indentation were inspected using a JSM-6010LV scanning electron microscope (SEM)
made by Jeol Corp.
The ball-on-disk setting was employed to evaluate the tribological properties of the samples
with a UMT-2 Micro-Tribometer manufactured by CETR Inc., considering the ASTM F732-17
and ASTM G133-05 standards [106,107]. Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE)
balls with a diameter of 4 mm were sliding on the coated CoCrMo alloy disks submerged in a 0.9
% (w/v) sodium chloride (NaCl) solution, referred to as physiological saline solution. A load of 10
N was applied to the polyethylene balls when sliding in a linear reciprocal motion mode. The
displacement of one reciprocation was 5 mm with a speed of 5 mm/sec, and the linear motion
proceeded for 10,000 seconds, resulting in a total of 10,000 reciprocations. To calculate the volume
loss and wear rate, an optical microscope was used in conjunction with the PAX-it image analysis
programme to examine the worn surface of the polyethylene balls. The wear rate of polyethylene
balls was calculated using the formula below [106]:

𝑊=

𝑉
2𝐿𝑆𝑁

(6.1)
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where L denotes the applied load (N), S is the sliding length (m), N indicates the total number
of reciprocations, and V is the volume loss from the polyethylene balls (mm3) derived from the
worn regions as:
𝑉=

𝜋ℎ
6

(

3𝐷 2
4

+ ℎ2 )

(6.2)

where h is the height of the worn spherical cap (mm) and D is the scar diameter of the worn
polyethylene ball (mm). The value of h is determined as follows:
ℎ = R − (R2 −

D2
4

1/2

)

(6.3)

where R is the original ball radius (mm); these calculations are in accordance with ASTM
G133-05 [107].
Potentiodynamic polarization technique was used to assess the electrochemical corrosion
resistance of the samples in agreement with the G59 ASTM standard [108]. The working area of 1
cm2 was exposed to a physiological solution of 0.9% (w/v) NaCl at ambient temperature. The
samples acted as the working electrode, while a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was used as the
reference electrode, and a graphite rod served as the counter electrode. The working area of the
coatings and uncoated CoCrMo alloy were in contact with the NaCl solution for 2 hours until a
stable state condition was obtained for the open circuit potential before starting the
potentiodynamic polarization testing. Tafel curves were generated by applying electrical potential
in the range of ±0.250 V versus the open circuit potential (Eoc), with a sweep rate of 5x10-4 V/s on
a GAMRY Interface1000 electrochemical analyzer. The corrosion current density (icorr) and
corrosion potential (Ecorr) were obtained using the Tafel curves and the GAMRY Echem Analyst
programme. The following equation was used to determine the polarization resistance (Rp) [108]:
𝑅𝑝 = 𝑖

𝐵

(6.4)

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟

where B is the Stern-Geary constant and icorr is the corrosion current density.
𝛽𝑎 𝛽𝑐
(𝛽𝑎+𝛽𝑐)

𝐵 = 2.303

where βa and βc are the anodic and cathodic reaction slopes, respectively, as described in
ASTM 59-57 [108].
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(6.5)

6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Composition, bonding states, and crystalline structure
Figure 6.1 shows the XRD diffractograms of the TaZrN coating deposited on CoCrMo alloy disks.
The peaks of the TaZrN coating are positioned at 34.85o, 40.66o, 58.65o, and 70.44o between the
corresponding TaN and ZrN peak locations, indicating the formation of a solid solution. This is
feasible because both TaN and ZrN have FCC structure, and their lattice constants are close, 4.3 Å
[191] and 4.6 Å [192], respectively. As a result of their comparable crystal structures and lattice
constants, the development of solid solutions of the two nitrides in the sample coating is facilitated.
Nevertheless, a mixture of cubic and hexagonal structure was reported for TaZrN coatings
previously [39–41].

Figure 6.1: XRD of TaZrN coatings deposited on CoCrMo alloy
Figure 6.2 shows XPS survey spectra of the TaZrN coating after 5 minutes of sputter etching
at 4keV. Oxygen peak was observed on the survey spectra. However, the peak is low and might
come from the oxygen residues in the deposition chamber and impurities in the nitrogen gas used
during the deposition. The absence of oxide peaks in Figure 6.1 also indicates that the level of
oxygen in the coatings is low. The atomic ratio of the TaZrN coatings was calculated from the XPS
peaks of the Ta4d, Zr3p and N1s by using their corresponding atomic sensitivity factors, the
composition ratio of the coatings is Ta1.3Zr1.2N2.0. Solid solution of ternary nitrides can be formed
in the entire composition range when partially filled valence d-band of transition metals from the
groups IVb–Vb–VIb hybridizes with the nitrogen p electrons forming the nitride bond and
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resulting in the face centered cubic structure [193]. Similar conditions were reported to deposit Ta
ZrN coatings and their composition ratios are Ta1.3Zr1.3N2.0 [194] and Ta1.4Zr1.1N2.0 [41], similar
to the composition ratio in the present study. This indicates that the main process parameters
affecting the composition of the ternary nitrides is the supply of the Ta and Zr atoms and the N2/Ar
gas ratio. Surely, if the deposition pressure is too low, it leads to high ion energy bombardment due
to low probability of collision and thus results in high compressive stress and low adhesion of the
coatings. In the present study, substrate temperature of 430 oC and deposition pressure of 1.3 Pa
were used to maintain sufficient energy on the surface for diffusion and reaction, but the ion energy
would be too high to introduce high residual stress to reduce the adhesion of the coatings. Surely,
for this ternary system, a more detailed investigation is required to fully understand the effect of
different deposition conditions on the structure and properties of the coatings, which is
recommended as future work.

Figure 6.2: XPS survey spectra of TaZrN coating
Figure 6.3 shows the high-resolution XPS spectra for the TaZrN coating. The bonding energies
of Ta4f7/2 and Ta4f5/2 are approximately 23.6 eV and 25.5 eV, respectively, in consistency with
those reported previously Ta-N bonds in TaN coating [195] and TaZrN coating [42]. The binding
energies of Zr3d in the TaZrN coating are approximately 179.6 eV and 182.90 eV, in agreement
with the previously observations for Zr-N bonds in ZrN [40,42,196] and TaZrN [42] coatings. The
N1s region for the TaZrN coating is also displayed in Fig 6.3. The binding energy of N1s is
approximately 397.7 eV. Aoaudi et al. [42] also found the binding energy of N1s was 397.7 eV for
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TaZrN coatings. Those high resolution XPS spectra confirmed nitride bonds in the TaZrN coating,
verifying the results obtained from X-ray diffractograms shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.3: X-Ray photoemission spectra of Ta4f, Zr3d, and N1s regions of TaZrN coating
Figure 6.4 shows the EDXS maps for Ta, Zr and N in the TaZrN coating. Ta, Zr and N are
present in the coating and uniformly distributed across the scanned area, indicating single-phased
solid solution in the coating.

Figure 6.4: SEM–energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) elemental maps of Ta, Zr,
and N elements on the surface of the TaZrN coating
6.4.2 Morphology
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Figure 6.5 displays the top view and cross-sectional SEM images of the TaZrN coating. The
microstructural features observed in these SEM images are of an average size of 16 ± 1 nm, in the
same order as the calculated average grain size based XRD. Therefore, these features are referred
as grains. It is evident that the coating exhibits columnar growth with various grain shapes and the
thickness of the coating is 1632 ± 12 nm. As the deposition time is 3 hours, the deposition rate for
the TaZrN coating is 544 nm/hr.

Figure 6.5: SEM cross-section and top-view images of TaZrN coating
6.4.3 Mechanical Properties
The hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E) of the TaZrN coating are presented in Table 6.3.
The TaZrN sample exhibited an average hardness value of 19 GPa. The high hardness of the TaZrN
coating can be attributed to the small grain size and high density of the grains (Figure 6.5), it agrees
with previous observations that the nanocrystalline structure can enhance the hardness of nitrides
[184–186]. The hardness of the TaZrN coatings is relatively low comparing with that reported by
Abadias et al. [39] and Chang et al. [40] for TaZrN coatings, which is more than 30 GPa, but
comparable to that reported by Hernandez et al. [41], which is 18 GPa. Nevertheless, the
mechanical characteristics of the TaZrN coating are superior than the uncoated CoCrMo alloy, as
shown in Table 6.3. The H/E ratio has been used to estimate the durability of a coating in terms of
its elastic strain to failure capacity for wear resistance applications—the higher the H/E ratio, the
greater the resistance to wear. The TaZrN coating also displayed a higher H/E ratio in comparison
with the uncoated CoCrMo alloy.
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Table 6.2: Hardness and Young’s modulus of CoCrMo alloy and TaZrN coating
Sample

H=Hardness (GPa)

CoCrMo
TaZrN

8±1
19 ± 2

E=Young’s Modulus
(GPa)
259 ± 22
297 ± 29

H/E
0.03
0.06

6.4.4 Adhesion
Figure 6.6 shows the SEM image of the TaZrN coating after Rockwell C indentation. This
serves as an indication of the adhesion of the coating to the substrate according to the standard
Daimler-Benz Rockwell-C testing [105]. Adhesion refers to a coating's capacity to stay attached to
the substrate under specified working circumstances. Interfacial debonding occurs when the
coating fails to adhere to the substrate, often known as cracking for brittle materials[197]. For a
low interfacial adhesion, diverse cracks propagate depending mainly on two factors, the local stress
concentrations at the interface and the fracture toughness of the coating, substrate, and
interface[198]. Neither delamination nor cracking was observed during the inspection of the TaZrN
coating. This indicates the TaZrN coating possesses a high adhesive strength quality of HF1 and
high toughness, sufficient for various applications. The adhesion of TaZrN has been evaluated on
AISI-316L stainless steel [41] and TiAlV [194] but no studies have been conducted on biomedical
CoCrMo alloy. The present results show the TaZrN coatings have very high adhesion to the
CoCrMo alloy, sufficient for hip joint applications.

Figure 6.6: SEM images after Rockwell C indentation of the TaZrN coating deposited on
CoCrMo alloy
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6.4.5 Tribological properties
Figure 6.7 displays the arithmetic mean (Sa) and root mean squared (Sq) surface roughness of
the TaZrN coating and uncoated CoCrMo alloy, as measured in a surface area of 335 μm2. The
CoCrMo alloy displayed an average Sa roughness value of 1.53 ± 0.24 nm. Meanwhile, the TaZrN
coating displayed a Sa roughness value of 2.10 ± 0.10 nm. A similar trend can be observed for the
Sq surface roughness. It has been observed that ceramic coatings can present higher surface
roughness values than the uncoated substrate [199,200]. However, the wear performance of two
rubbing surfaces depend not only on their surface roughness but also on their mechanical
properties, friction coefficient, wettability, and testing environments.

Figure 6.7: Sa and Sq roughness of uncoated CoCrMo alloy and TaZrN coatings
Figure 6.8 presents the wear rate of the ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE)
balls and coefficient of friction (COF) of the uncoated CoCrMo alloy and the TaZrN coating sliding
against UHMWPE balls (it is noted that there was no wear observed for CoCrMo alloy and TaZrN
coating, similar to case for the Ta and TaN coatings presented in the previous two chapters). The
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bare CoCrMo has an average COF value of 0.11 ± 0.1, while the TaZrN coating illustrates a slightly
lower COF value of 0.09 ± 0.01. The wear rate of the polyethylene balls is 4.11x10-9 mm3/Nm
sliding against TaZrN coating, lower than 4.23x10-9 mm3/Nm when sliding against uncoated
CoCrMo alloy, as seen in Figure 6.8. The difference of the polyethylene wear rate can be related
to the H/E ratio of the TaZrN coatings which is 50 % higher than the uncoated alloy. This H/E ratio
can be used as a prediction for their wear resistance. The higher the H/E ratio the better their
tribological performance [139]. Previous studies showed excellent tribological properties of TaZrN
coatings sliding against hard counterpart of alumina in dried conditions [41]. In the present research
no wear was observed for TaZrN coatings under the testing conditions, indicating high wear
resistance of TaZrN.

Figure 6.8: Coefficient of friction and wear rate of UHMWPE attached to uncoated CoCrMo
alloy and the TaZrN coatings
After wear testing, UHMWPE residues were adhered to the surface of the disk samples, as
illustrated in Figure 6.9 (left). The CoCrMo alloy and TaZrN coatings show no signs of wear after
surface cleaning with ethanol as shown in Figure 6.9 (right), but polyethylene was observed on the
counterface of the coatings, indicating adhesive wear of the polyethylene. Polyethylene wear debris
can move and concentrate in undesired sites such as the porosity of the cortical and trabecular
bones [147] and lymph nodes [187], that can cause misalignment of the prosthesis, osteolysis (bone
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degeneration) and inflammation in the surrounding tissue, hence reducing polyethylene wear is
critical to extending the service lifetime of hip joint implants. Overall, the decrease of UHMWPE
wear rate observed on the TaZrN coating suggests that the TaZrN coating holds great potential to
reduce osteolysis in hip joint implants caused by polyethylene wear debris accumulation [188].

Figure 6.9: Wear surface morphologies before (left) and after cleaning (right) of a) uncoated
CoCrMo alloy and b) TaZrN coating

6.4.6 Electrochemical corrosion
The open circuit potential (OCP) of the coated and uncoated samples as a function of time is
shown in Figure 6.10, as is the tendency to corrode or corrosion susceptibility for each sample. The
increase in the OCP of the TaZrN coating and uncoated CoCrMo alloy, as well as the stability of
the curves, suggest the creation of a passivation film on the samples' surfaces [148].
The uncoated alloy required 400 seconds to develop the passive layer, but the corrosive attack
stopped the OCP from increasing. At 500 seconds, post-passivation commenced, and the cycle of
activation and passivation continued until the test ended. The TaZrN coating steadily ascended at
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three intervals, in the first 500 seconds, then from 1200 to 4000 seconds, and finally from 4500 to
5300 seconds, proving the TaZrN coating's continued growth of the passive film. Based on the
greater magnitude of the OCP, the TaZrN sample is the most stable in terms of passivation and the
most noble. As a result, the surface passivation behaviour is extremely resistant. Although the OCP
does not entirely dictate the corrosion kinetics, it provides insight into the preliminary response of
the tested samples in physiological saline solution.
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Figure 6.10: Open circuit potential of uncoated CoCrMo alloy and TaZrN coating
Table 6.4 presents the electrochemical corrosion parameters calculated from the Tafel
extrapolation of the potentiodynamic polarization curves shown in Figure 6.11. The corrosion
current density (icorr) is an indicator of a sample's corrosion resistance because it is proportional to
the flow of electrons during the corrosion of the exposed surface. Thus, for certain materials, the
lower the corrosion current density, the less corrosion occurs. The icorr value of the TaZrN coating
was 274 times lower than that of the uncoated CoCrMo alloy. The corrosion potential (Ecorr)
indicates the potential required to initiate corrosion of the tested samples in the electrolytic solution.
The higher Ecorr value observed in the TaZrN sample, indicates a more noble corrosion potential
than the uncoated CoCrMo alloy. The polarization resistance (Rp) is displayed in Table 6.4; the
Rp is the oxidation resistance of the tested samples observed in the response of the electric current
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when an external voltage is supplied [149]. The Rp value of the TaZrN was found to be 413 times
higher than that of the uncoated alloy, indicating that it has a superior corrosion resistance. The
enhanced corrosion resistance of the TaZrN coating can be explained by the formation of the
passive film that took more time to develop as seen in Figure 6.10, indicating the growth of a
thicker passivation film. The slow but consistent increment of the OCP can be associated to the
increased passivation over time [189].
The high corrosion resistance of the TaZrN coatings and the low wear rate of the polyethylene
counterpart suggest that the TaZrN coatings are very promising to be tested in vitro in a hip joint
simulator to determine their potential and advantages over other hard coatings such as TiN and
diamond-like carbon (DLC) for joint implants. Coatings such as TiN and DLC are hard and
biocompatible [201,202] but have limitations of local delamination, crevice corrosion, and thirdbody wear [201,203]. It has been observed that the presence of hard particles drastically affect the
wear resistance of the implants due to abrasive wear mechanism [204–206]. These undesirable hard
particles might come from the delaminated hard coatings, the bone cement [207,208] employed to
fix the implants with the native bone, as well as radiopaque additives such as barium sulfate and
zirconia [209,210] used to allow implanted polymer components to appear in the x-ray images
during and after surgery. Another factor that is usually not replicated in hip joint simulators is the
possible attachment of the proteins contained in the patient’s synovial fluid to the bearing surfaces
of the implant, which affects the wear resistance of the implant [211].
Furthermore, the tribological characteristics of ternary compounds such as TaZrN and TiNbN
coatings have been investigated under different testing conditions previously. Hernandez et al. [41]
deposited a single layered TaZrN and a multilayer TaZrN/TaZr/TaZrN coating on commercial
AISI-316L stainless steel. Both coatings showed a similar wear resistance under a load of 0.5 N,
but the multilayered coating demonstrated a lower wear rate under a load of 1 N when sliding
against Al2O3 pins in dry conditions for 30 minute testing. Garcia et al. [194] observed a reduction
of wear rate by 50 times of the TaZrN coatings in comparison to the uncoated TiAlV alloy for dry
and wet conditions when using a 0.5 N load and Al2O3 balls for 30 mins. Malikian et al.[212] tested
the wear of polyethylene sliding against TiNbN coatings deposited on CoCrMo alloy in wet
conditions using a knee simulator for 5 million cycles. The TiNbN coating was found intact after
the 5 million cycles and the wear rate of polyethylene was not reduced considerably due to the
coating of TiNbN on the CoCrMo alloy but the coating might be beneficial to protect metal
sensibility patients. Contrarily, in another study, ZrN coatings reduced the wear rate of
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polyethylene by more than 50% after sliding for 5 million cycles on a knee simulator[213]. No
scratches nor layer breakage were seen on the ZrN coating after the 5 million cycles wear testing.
These results demonstrated that TiNbN and ZrN coatings could keep intact after sliding against
polyethylene after 5 million cycles in a knee join simulator [212,213]. Therefore, it is expected
that the TaZrN coating obtained in this research would be as wear resistant as TiNbN or ZrN
coatings against polyethylene and could further reduce polyethylene wear rate during long time
testing. Therefore, it would be interesting to test the TaZrN coatings in a hip joint simulator for 5
million cycles under different dynamic load conditions with the addition of bone cement particles
as well as using natural synovial fluid instead of the common laboratory lubricants in order to fully
confirm the potential of using TaZrN coatings for hip joint applications.

Table 6.3: Electrochemical parameters obtained from Tafel fitting of polarization curves
Sample

Ecorr (V)

CoCrMo
TaZrN

-0.217
0.064

icorr
(A/cm2)
1.80 x 10-8
6.56 x 10-11

βa
(V/decade)
0.150
0.184
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βc
(V/decade)
0.116
0.213

B
(V)
0.028
0.043

Rp
(ohm/cm2)
1.58
653.02

0.4
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0.3
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Figure 6.11: Polarization curves of uncoated CoCrMo alloy and TaZrN coatings

6.5 Conclusions
TaZrN coatings with excellent adhesion were deposited on a biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy
using magnetron sputtering. The coatings displayed a uniform fcc structure with an average
hardness of 19 GPa. When polyethylene balls sliding on the coatings in a saline solution for 50 m,
no wear was observed for the coatings and the polyethylene balls show lower wear rate when
sliding on the TaZrN coating. The TaZrN coating showed an icorr value 274 times lower than that
of the uncoated CoCrMo sample, demonstrating much improved corrosion resistance, and thus
holds great potential to be used as joint implant coating to increase the service lifetime of artificial
hip joints. Long-term wear testing in a hip joint simulator is necessary to confirm its potential to
increase the service lifetime of artificial hip joints.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work Recommendations

7.1 Summary and Conclusions
Patients with hip joint implants face a serious problem due to the relatively short lifetime of the
prosthesis. The accumulation of polyethylene worn-off particles from the hip joint implant is
associated with osteolysis, where resorption of the bone occurs damaging the surrounded tissue. A
total hip joint replacement consists of an acetabular cup with an internal plastic liner that is sliding
against a spherical femoral head supported by a femoral stem. Coating the femoral head, made of
CoCrMo alloy, is one of the most promising techniques to increase the lifetime of the implants.
Tantalum based coatings were studied in the present research work as potential coatings to reduce
the wear of the polyethylene without reducing the mechanical properties and corrosion resistance
of the CoCrMo alloy. Tantalum based coatings were characterized by various techniques focusing
on their structural, morphological, mechanical, tribological, and corrosive properties. The most
important results and conclusions of the present research are shown below:
 Single layer α-Ta and β-Ta coatings as well as a Ta multilayer coating were synthesized on
biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy.
 High purity α-Ta coating can be deposited at working pressures of 0.3, 1.3, and 1.9 Pa with a
hardness ranging from 8 GPa to 11 GPa and single phased β-Ta coating can be synthesized at
a working pressure of 0.8 Pa with a hardness value of 21 GPa.
 A gradient multilayered Ta coating deposited by gradually changing the pressure from 2 Pa to
0.3 Pa shows high adhesion to CoCrMo alloy.
 Because of its unique structure, the multilayered coating achieved both high adhesion and high
wear and corrosion resistance.
 TaN coatings were effectively fabricated on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy. The TaN
coatings deposited at 450oC and 500oC exhibit high adhesion strength on CoCrMo alloy.
 The results show that nanosrystalline cubic TaN can be deposited at temperatures ranging from
350oC to 500oC, and its nano-hardness increases from 16 GPa to 28 GPa. The nanocrystalline
structure of the TaN coatings is confirmed by X-ray diffractograms and SEM micrographs.
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 Although the polarization resistance of the CoCrMo alloy was 16% higher than that of the

TaN-500C sample, the TaN-500C coating showed improved hardness and Young’s modulus,
and a lower UHMWPE wear rate.
 TaZrN coatings were deposited on biomedical grade CoCrMo alloy.
 The TaZrN coating formed solid solution with uniform elemental distribution according to the
XRD and the SEM-EDXS results and had a hardness value of 19 GPa. The synthesized
coatings showed excellent adhesion on the CoCrMo alloy.
 The TaZrN coating showed a 3% lower wear rate of the polyethylene counterpart and an icorr
value 274 times lower when compared with the uncoated CoCrMo alloy.
 The wear performance against polyethylene, and corrosion resistance of TaZrN is superior
than the uncoated CoCrMo alloy.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
It has revealed that the fabricated multilayered Ta and TaZrN coatings can improve the wear
and corrosion resistance of the CoCrMo alloy and reduce the wear rates of polyethylene balls. They
are very promising for the hip joint applications. Therefore, further research on these coatings is
recommended as follows to facilitate their applications.
-

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigation of the interface between the layers
of the Ta multilayered coatings presented in Chapter 4 to understand the interfacial bonding
mechanism. This will also be beneficial to the future design of multilayered coatings for
specific applications.

-

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is recommended to investigate the fine structure
of the Ta-M and TaZrN coatings to understand their grain distribution and grain boundary.

-

Tribocorrosion evaluation in a hip joint implant simulator would provide better insight
about the performance of the coatings for hip joint applications. It is recommended to
conduct long-term testing (5 million reciprocal wear cycles) in a hip joint simulator with
natural synovial fluid as a lubricant instead of laboratory made solutions under a range of
dynamic loads that simulate different activities such as walking, running, standing,
carrying, etc.
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-

Fabrication of TaZrN coatings with different compositions are recommended for the
understanding of the effect of composition on the structure, consequently on the properties
and performance of the coatings for the targeted application.

-

It is recommended to evaluate the antibacterial properties of deposited coatings against
Staphylococcus aureus, which has been identified as the most common bacteria causing
bone and joint infections.

-

Evaluation of the toxic level of the Ta based coatings by measurement of the amount of
toxic Cr ion released after 1 and 2 years of immersion in deionized water. This will confirm
the coatings’ protection against toxic Cr ion released that is harmful for patients with
uncoated CoCrMo alloy femoral head in their hip joint implants.

-

Due to the high corrosion resistant behavior of the TaZrN coatings, it is recommended to
investigate their potential for protection of components in other types of high corrosion
resistant applications such as mineral processing and mining, oil and gas, pulp and paper,
nuclear, marine, and aerospace industrial applications.
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